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Fraternities around country going dry Laws enforced for bike
but can sti ll have alcoh~1 at the house
for those members over the age of 21.
Finally, in the third stage, there ;"i ll be
no alcohol allowed on the property.
While most of the fraternities
have not yet made plans to go dry, all
of the fraternities have discussed ille
initiative at either the local or national
level.
In August, Steve Squibb attended Sigma Pi's national convention
where the candidates discussed the
issue of alcohol-free housing. According to Squibb, the fraadopted resolutions r-..,....,---:--:-~,.....,,--,.....,-:-;-:
to suppprt alcoholtern ity
has
now
free housing.
formed a national
"We support
committee
to
the efforts to urge
research the issue
dry houses," said
more thoroughly and
Wendell Ogrosky,
look at their other
Vice Chancellor
options. "It could sti ll
for Student Affairs.
happen, but it's not
"I think the signifidefinite,"
said
cant thing here is
Squibb.
[the
If a 'fraternity
that they
national organizadecides to go dry, the
tions] are all conadministration would
sistent in PllSsing
help the fraternity to
resolutions and iniuphold its rules. In
tiatives to 'urge dry
the case of a violahouses and to deal
tion, the administrawith other issues UMR's Sigma Nu fraternity is on the growing list of frater- tion has the responsisurrounding alco- nities nationwide that are becoming alcohol-free.
bi lity to inform the
hoi abuse. There's '
national
fraternity
a consistent, concentrated effort now 2000. The chapter is now in the' first office, "We do have an expectation
to address 1his issue."
stage, in which it is having alcohol that student organizations will conAt UMR, Sigma Nu has adopted free functions, about one dry party for form to their own rules," said
plans to have dry housing by the year every party with alcohol. "We have Ogrosky.
Although Squibb recognizes that
2000. "We support that effort and we been trYing to come up with new
will work ·together [with the fraterniideas, such as theme parties and band having dry housing could have benety] to try to sblve any of the resulting parties not involving ,!lcohol," said fits, he thinks that it is not a good idea
McLeane.
overall. "I think it would probably
problems," said Ogrosky.
In the second stage, the fraternity
At a four-day conference in
see Fraternity on page 11
August, the "Grand ' Chapter" of will not have alcohol at any parties

Sigma Nu upheld their policy of alcohol-free housing. Seventy of Sigma
News Writer
Nu's 150 chapter houses already have
In respon~e to recent publicity on ' dry housing, and the Grand Chapter
the issue of alcohol abuse at universi- resolved to work with the other 80 to
ties, there is a beginning trend of fra- develop similar policies over the next
ternities choosing to have alcohol-free two years.
housing.
Matt McLeane, Commander of
The National Interfraternity Con- the local Sigma Nu chapter, attended
ference, the National Panhellenic the conference where the resolution
Conference, the Association of Frater- was made. According to McLeane,
nity Advisors and some of the major there are 'thfee phases to the plan that
higher education associations have all will prepare the fraternity to be dry by

by Laura ·Schoenbeck
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UMR Homecoming ended
this weekend after a great
week of games, yard decorations, alumni banquets
and Greek and RHA
dances. Overall, Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity received
first place honors with
Sigma Phi EpSilon f~ter
nity finishing in second
place and Chi Omega
sorority finishing third.
The Homecoming King
and Queen (pictured)
were Andrew Heap and
Anika Stuckenschneider.
First runners-up were Eric
Pringer and Kate Wasem.
Second runners-up were
John Hey and Diane Moellenhoff. Third place runners-up were Nathan
and
Shauna
Fraser
Oppert.

riders

around

by Angela Keune
Assistant News Editor

campus

" It is suggested that bicycle owners
have their bicycles marked for identification by University Police to
facilitate tracing of stolen bicycles.
All bicycles should be locked and
parked in appropriate racks."

Students generally know that
parking at UMR is strictly enforced.
What some don 't know is that the
previous statement
doesn't only mean
cars, it means bicycles also.
There are specific bicycle regulations on the last page
of the UMR Parking
and Traffic Regulations booklet as regulation .160 I through
.1605. The regulations state that "no
bicycle shall: be ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _--.:.-'-'-'---'--'''''-'-~""'''=''"'''''
stored on campus Bikes hoOked up around trees like the
walks,
pedestrian one shown .above will be impounded by
paths or grassed area,
police.
photo by Ryan Shawgo
lie permitted in any
university buildings
or doorways or be ridden on sideImpounded b.ikes are stored in
walks, only walked.
a back room at the UMR police sta"Bikes may be parked in one of tion. If a student's bike has been
the bicycle racks provided at various impoun<led, the police will return it
convenient locations, be walked on if the 5tudent properly identifies
sidewalks and give the right of way their bicycle and pay the fine.
to pedestrians.
The UMR police provide free
"Three-dollar fees will be engraving to all students. They will
assigned to any person who violates engrave bikes or other obj ects
the provisions of these rules. The including, computers and stereos. If
University Police may impound any 'a student's bike is stolen, it is more
bicycle found in violation of the likely to be found if the student
provisions. The police will return knows the serial number or has the
impounded bicycles upon payment bike engraved. The police are
of the violation fee and proper iden- hooked up to a national computer
system, called Mules Computer, that
tification of the bicycle.
"Bicycles are permitted to be helps track stolen bicycles with
operated on all university streets and identification numbers on them.
It is also easier to reclaim an
drives. Loss or theft of bicycles
while on university property shall be impounded bike if the student
knows the identification number.
reported to the University Police.
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float ideas to Theta Xi (1605
,...
director of computing and
Pine Street) no earlier than 5
::>
information services at
p.m. Friday, October 16. The
UMR.
float signup will last until 5
~. Lampus,
~
N'
.
I
"This will allow stualtonaI an d'.nternallOna
p.m. Sunday, October I 8. [f
news briefs
den'ts who reside in sorori' -________________________--' you have any questions, call Phil
ties and fraternities to connect
Klazynski at 364-8115
such a team, will take part in the
their computers to th~ UMR net•
"Play Hard, Party Hard" preannual Mine Rescue Contest at
work, just like students in the resisented by Carolyn Cornelison is
UMR's 'Experimental Mine Thursdence halls are able to do,"
coming to UMR on Wednesday,
day and Friday, Oct. 8-9.
explained Dearth. "This will give
October 7th. Carolyn will be prethose students access to electronic.
Members of UMR's Mine Ressenting to residential life residents at
cue Team are: Stephen Kan of
mail, on-line classroom assignments
7 P.M . and to athletes at 9 P.M. in
'--------------------------' Rolla, Mo., a graduate student in
and the World Wide Web sites."
ME 104.
mining engineering; Sean Kautzman
Approximately 25 percent of
Linda Burnette, advisor to
•
The Center for Personal and
of Port Huron, Mich., a senior in
UMR's undergraduate students are
Professional Development is sponUMR TECHS, said, "Carolyn is a
mining engineering; Aaron Phipps
members of a fraternity or sorority,
soring an Anger Management Series
nationally renowned entertainer who
of Chrisman, III., a senior in mining
and most of them live in Greek '
meeting from 12 p.m. until I :30 p.m.
has the gift to 'make you cry like
housing.
engineering; Seth PuIs of Boone,
beginning Thursday, October 22,
Titanic and laugh like Happy
N.e., a sophomore in mining engi(students are free to bring lunch).
Gilmore' as she shares her college
The group will meet for four consecexperience'. Carolyn uses her knowlneering; Nicholas Schupp of Perryville, Mo., a senior in metallurgiutive weeks.
edge, personal experiences and perAnger can take a toll on intersonality to take a very realistic I~k
cal engineering; Justin Schupp of
Perryville, Mo., a junior in civil
personal relationships, health andat college life. Carolyn has traveled
happiness. The group will be help- . engineering, Scott Gerbes of Jefferto over 100 college c~puses and
son City, Mo. , a junior in mining
ful for individuals who notice that
•
Some reservations are still
has been a part of numerous resiavailable for December 98 graduates
engineering; and Adolph Minert of
they are sometimes excessively
dence life, athletic department,and
only for the Career Opportunities
Farmington, N.M., a senior in minannoyed by others, sometimes take
Greek education programs."
Center's Etiquette Dinner on Suning engineering.
action in anger, sometimes drive
Her story was published recentday, October 18 at 5:30 p.m. in CenIndustry teams and UMR's
recklessly or drink too much when
ly in the book, "Emerging Women:
tennial Hall. Students may sign up at
team will compete in a simulated
the Widening Stream". The authors
irritated, or those who lose sleep
the COC on the third floor of Norw
because of feelihj( annoyed or upset. • m{ne disaster situation. The teams
described her as one of the top 50
Sam Burton and Diane Stutts
natio nal women role models who
ood Hall, Those with later graduawill be rated on how well they folhave found their true calling In makwill lead the group members
low basic [ules and regulations in
tion dates may sign up next semester
ing a difference in the lives of oththrough a process of identi fy ing
carryirig out a rescue. The contest is
for the dinner in February.
their anger styles and anger "trigers. The program is sponsored by
held underground in an actual mine
Over 100 seniors and graduate ,
Res Life, the Athletic Department
gers". Group members will then
students have already signed up for
environment.
learn how to cope with anger and
and UMR TECHS.
this semester 's dinner which is coThe annual event is coordinatchange their response pattel1)s.
sponsored by the Office of the Viceed by the UMR Mine Rescue AssoAll groups are confidential.
ciation and Missouri industry memChancellor of Student Affairs, Mar[ndividuals interested in the group
bers. The 1998 contest is sponsored
riott Food Service and the cae.
must be screened before joining.
Students are "talked" through a
by Doe Run of Viburnum, Mo.
'!;
Please contact the Center for Perspecial five course meal by COC
sonal and Professional Development
career advisor, Chris Sowers, to
at 3414211 to set up a screening
learn the etiquette basics for inter•
The UMR Registrar's Office
will host an open house from 2 to 4
interview with Dr. Burton or Diane
view meals and corporate dinners
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 7, at the RegStutts.
that may lie ahead after graduation.
.For more information, please
istrar's Office, Room 103 Parker
Hall. All are welcome to attend, and
contact
Diane
Stutts
at
•
Fraternities and sororities on
dianes@umr.eduor341-42IL
the University of Missouri-Rolla
refreshments will be served
,-------------------------, campus are now totally wired.
All 21 fraternity and sorority
houses at UMR are now linked to
each other and the Internet, thanks to
•
Free yoga classes will be
offered by Dr. Shamsher PrakaSh on .
a fiber optic project that has linked
' -________________________-1 the organizations through the camOctober 13 and 19 in the Mark
pus' fiber ,optic network.
Twain Room in University Center•
A mine rescue team from the
•
The theme of the 1999 St. Pat's
parade is Blockbusters of the silver
University of Missouri-Rolla, the
The project took about a year to
East from 5:45 to 7: 15 p.m. and on
screen. Bring your organization's
only college in the nation to have
complete, said David W. Dearth,
October 27 and 29 in the Missouri

Renowned !;peakei'
coming to UMR

I

I

Anger !;emtnai' to
be held Od. n

Spot!; . dill open fOf'
[;tiquette Oinner .

Open hou!;e at
Regidi'a~ Office

~i'atei'nitie!; and
ml'07'itie!; hooked up

St. pat!; pai'ade
theme cho!;en

Yoga cla!;!;e!; will be
offered

Mine /'e!;cue team
to compete

Yeai' 2000 bug
-may hurt finance!;
•
With less than 500 days left
until the turn of the century, the Education Department's failure to
address the Year 20'00 computer
problem may threaten the delivery
of financial aid to college students,
according to witnesses at a recent
Congressional hearing.
The Committee <;>n Ov~rsight .
and Investigations of the House of
Representatives held a hearing on
the issue on Sept 17 in which it ouilined progress, hel!fd witness testimony and identified problems.
Chairman Pete Hoekstra (RMich.) and Rep. Steve Hom' (RCalif.), a Congressional leader concerning the Y2K problem, released a
quarterly report last week on the status of federal agencies'. progress on
the year 2000 issue. The Education
Department, received a grade of "F."
"'The Education Department
disburses student loans and grants to
millions of college students each
year; if students -failto receive financial assistance checks on time, most
of them will be unable to register for
classes," Hoekstra said.
National news release courtesy of
UWire press service
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Room in UCE from 5:45 to 7:15
p.m.
The course will involve five
distinct yoga practices: asanas for
physical fitness, pranayam for starnina, concentration and peace of
mind, mediation for happiness,
jalaneti for prevention of sinus problems, and kunjal for prvention of
headaches, acidity and sleep disorders.
~
Prakash s1,!ggests bringing an
exercise mat and we!lring loose
clothing to the class, and he says not
to eay meals before the class. He
also suggests reading a of his text
"[ntroduction to Prevention and
Yoga." .
.
For directions and preregistration, call 364-5572.
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Opinions
IEditorial:

JHow imporltant is money,
4anyway?
by Jon Erdman
Managlng,Edltor
How much do you care
about money? It's an interesting
question. Sadly, many people
ha\'e made the mistake of making
money the most important thing in
their lives. Society tells us that in
order to succeed, we must earn a
lot of money. I don't think that
making money is an important
goa\.
Money may be a small
component of achieving a worth-.
while goal. Success at what we do
is important and good, but only if
it doesn't get in the way of what is
really important If the pursuit of
material wealth gets in the way of
friends, family or faith, it has definitely become of place, and has
become unhealthy. Some people
up so-much of their time trying to make money that they won't
be happy, others choose careers
Solely on Ihe basis of how much
money they will make at that profession.
.
It is very important that
we choose our tuture professions
I' based on what we enjoy doing,
and on how we feel we can help
others by what we do. Otherwise,
life is meaningless and monotonous. No matter what, there will
never be enough money in this
becomes rather world to buy happiness (I know it is cliche), but the
statement really is true. If one isn't
satisfied with what one has now,
what makes that person think that
they will be satisfied if they get
"just a little more."
We should be striving to
help one another, not to !il11ass so
much wealth that it takes it away
from those who need it more that
we do. I think our society lias lost
sight of its ideals and values. The
ideal .of helping those in need
seems to have been lost. Too much
of the time, we are more worried
about ourselves th~n helping others. Why should the love of
money get in the way of a family
being able to feed all of its members, or why should it get in the
way of its members recei ving
proper heal thcare.
It is time that many of us
re-examine our goals and values,
and try to determine what is
important, and what isn't, and
what will make us happy in life,
and what won't.

take

I

OOpS!
Due to a layout error, James Cain's letter printed Sept. 23
appeared appended to Mark Jones' opinion column which
was printed Sept. 30. Mark Jones' letter should have ended
with the 10th paragraph.

Got an opinion?

The Miner accepts letters to the editor via e-mail to
miner@umr.edu as well as in our mailbox ' in 113 University
Center West. Be sure to include your student 10 ~umber.

Let the Miner know!

3
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Payroll Advance

Classified Ads - - Spring Break '99 Can$1250 Fundraiser
Credit Card Fundraiser
cun"Na~u*
Jamaica" Matzalan"
fot student organizaAcapulco" Bahamas
tions. You'vr seen
Cruise" Florida" South
other groups doing it,
Padre. Travel Free and
now it's your tum. One
'make lots of Cash! Top
week is all it takes, NO
reps are offered fullgimmicks, NO tricks.
time staff jobs. Lowest
NO obligation. Call for
_ price guaranteed , Call
information today.
1-8.00-932-0528 x 65 .. now for details! .

CAN HELP
WE WILL CASH YOUR CHECK &
HOLD 'TIL PAYDAY FOR A SMALL FEE
WORLD COM PHONE PASS· PREPAID CALLING CARDS
WESTERN UNION" MONEY ORDERS

SOl1TllBl\ST MLc;souiu
EDglneet1DgJobs
~.
__
~sm

1-'800-a85-80z6

Joe wtozI.er:
.NBFBB ..... I'JllIlU

34 I-CASH

www . ocmconcepts.can

209W. 8th Streel· Rolla, MO 65401

800/838-6411

2.4,6,8,21,22,204,208
5,15
21,23,24,25

Spring Break '99
Cancun. MazaUan or
Jamaca From $399.
Reps wanted! Sell 15
and travel tree ! Low·
est Prices guaranteed111lnfo: Call 1·
800-44EHl355

90

www . sunb:r;eaks . com

·FREE ACADEMIC HELP! The Freshman Arts and Sciences program offers free tutoring to improve
your grades in Basic Arts 'a nd Sciences Courses. Altbougb funds are limited, tutors are available for:

Chemistry
Computer Science
Economics
English
French
German
History
Biological Sciences

1,3,5,22 1,223,224,241 ,242
53,74,77 ,78,153, 158
121 , 122
20,60,75,80,105,106
1,2,80
1,2,70
111,112,175,176
110, 11 2, 115,211 ,22 1,231
242,252
>

www.classtravel.can

SPRING BREAK
Cancun, Florida, Etc.
Best Hot!lls, Parties,
Prices. Book Early and
Save!! Earn Money +
Free' Trips ! Campus
Reps! organizations
Wanted Inter-Campus
Programs
1-800-327-'6013
www. icpt . can

Math
Philosophy
Physics
Political Sci.
Psychology
Russian
Sociology
Spanish'
Statistics

FREECO.HOI.DERS, T·
, -_ _-'-_ _--, ·SHRTS PREPAID
PHONECARDS
Classified Ads tire free
Earn $1000 f><n.Trre on
to U"iversity Df MiscarJ1lUS.
Just cal
sDuri·R,,1lII StJUhllls.
1.axJ..932-0028x64 '
Classifteds sltDUld be
eIIUIiJeII to

50,140,200 levels
1,2,80
81
1,2,80
, 115,116,215

erdman@UDlr . edu
"'-I willi stJdDrt ID
"UMber

12TII & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

For more information, ca11'341-6937 or stop by 235 HISS and fill out a tutor request form.
Students may also apply through the Web: http://www.umr.edul-assist.

Grotto's Upcoming
Events:
MOIiday Night F~otbaU
Promo K.C. & Pitt
HaUo~een Party - _
costume contest
.

I

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVQRITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
WEDNESDAY NIGHT PARTY AT THE GROTTO
DON'T MISS IT!!

T.ACOS db EI'D"R.R.Pr<>S
Only on F~idays- ll:30-2:00

Mall HI

Oclobei
sonal1'l

Mil
~

StaffH

COPIES
~

come

~

as low as

The

Black & White - $.04/COpy
Color C $.79/copy

24 HDIIR ACCESS AVAILAILE

o7

Other Services J!lvailable:
Laminating, Binding, Transparencies

-

by the ~
Leonard
the Mine
Ihe 13 It
for 6th pi
schOols.

East

fir;t pla~
"Thi

NCAA [
LeuellYll
"They g~
this COUT!
been goin

The I

FRIDAY

8The Puck (HiDer Reo iE i t

- Oranhe Tree
- Celery
-Vitamin A

MZ"VYR7rwm;-=-zx=se

The
Rollam(
siderablf
Invitatio(
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Hagen and Lentz lead the Miners
at
the
Min er
Invitational
by Erin Gifford
Staff Writer

times. "] was really happy with
well in practice, but we need to
Matt's performance, but we're not
take that to the meets . And we
running like we should otherwise.
know out times can be faste~, we
The University of Missouri
Missouri Southern got too many just don't show rt in the meet."
me"n and women's cross-cou ntry
people in between, Matt and the
Another big part of the meet
teams gave a strong performance
second and third runners," noted
was the Alumni race. Alumni of
at the Miner Invitation al last
the Miner's coach, Sarah Preston.
the men's . and women's crossweekend at the Universit y of MisFollowing up for the Miners
country teams made their own
souri-Rolla golf course. The meet
was Josh Anyan, who placed 9th
showing at the UMR Invitational.
was held on Saturday, October 3,
with a time of 27:50, closely folThe team agreed they make the
with the w'omen '~, race being held
lowe'! by Jo~h Sales, with placed
atmosphere a little more relaxed,
at 9:30 a.m., followed by the men's
10th, also coming in with a time of ~nd it helped to have the
extra sup·
race at 10: 15 a.m. Missouri South27:50. John Sanders came in with
port present during the race. "I
ern topped both the men's and
a time of 28: lOin 12th place, Paul
was really pumped ' up, we had a
women's race. The Miners finWhetstone was in 13th place with
good crowd. It really helps to
ished second out of four teams and
a time of 28:20, and Kevin Johnhave the support, especially during
the Lady Miners finished third out
son and Kevin McGuire rounded
the middle of the race, where it's
five teams present.
I.
for the Miners coming in 14th and
the toughest," Hagen said.
The men's . cross-cou ntry
15th with times of 28:25 and
Members of the UMR swimteam ran an 8K. The Miner's top
28:34, respectively.
ming team showed up with 'GO
finisher was senior Matt Hagen,
The UMR women's crcJss··
MINERS ' painted across their
who has consisten tly been the
country team made fair progress
chests, and fans of the alumni held
team's top competito r all season.
this week at the team's only home . up inspirational signs for the older
Hagen finished in second place,
meet, running a 5IC race. Sheri
r~nners.
Joe Henze was one of
setting a personal record for the
Lentz, who has been·the top runner
those runners .
season with a time of 26:38.
.for the women's team this year, set
Henze is from Kirkwood ,
" I went out pretty well and
a personal record fOr the year,
Missouri and graduated from UMR
had a fast start," Hagen said. " I
breaking twenty minutes in her
in 1986 with a degree in Engineercould feel peopfe behind me and I
racing time. Lentz placed 10th in
ing Management. He came back
knew I wanted to beat them, so I
the race and first for the Lady Min·
for the race last year and said tliat
Matt Hagen (205) leads the men at the Miner Invitational really had to stay· focused, espe- .e~s, coming in with
a time of overall he's been able to run in
October 3, Hagen finished in second place, setting a per- cially · through the middle of the
19:55.
about half of the meets since gradrace."
sonal record for the season with a time of 26:38,
"The women really made
uation.
The Miners are siill having
progress this week with their
"I was really surprised at the
photo by Ryan Shawgo trouble with their
o.verall pack
times," Preston said. "I was really
number of alumni back. A lot has
pleased with Sheri, who broke
definitely changed. . This is a
twenty. Unfortunately, we have a
smaller race from when I used to
few people injured, .including our
run it. There are only about five
number two runner, Sheryl Ziccarteams here compared to about · ten
by Erin Gifford
Adlard finished up for the Miners, conference schools. Our talent
di . When we don't have quite a
when I used to run, although there
is
finishing 47th with 158 strokes, and the same, but our lack of confidence
full team, it really hurts our overall
are a lot more women's teams
Staff Writer
49th with 159 strokes, respectively. is holding us back," Essenpreis said.
times. Missouri Southern and Trunow-we only had five women on
'fhe University of Missouri"Our overall game is improvman, who finished in a close sec·
The Miners finished in 7th
the team 'When I was here," said
Rolla men's golf team showed con- ing," Leuellyn said.
ond overall, are definitely our top . Henze.
"We're matur- place in the conference the last two
siderable improvement at the UMR ing, but it is a
slow process. We season's ~nder the coaching of . conferenc e schools. We're just not
Henze has continued runInvitational Monday and Tuesday, need to sharpen
in a position right now where we
our game; too many Leuellyn. There seems to be a hopening. well past his college career
September 28 and 29.
of the mistakes we're making are ful outlook among the players
can compete well with the top two
and thought his personal performfor a
The tournament was sanctioned mental mistakes. We did
teams,"
shoot eight stronger finish this season.
ance at the .race was pretty good.
by the MIAA and was held in Ft. strokes better than
Kim, Hoffman finished 18th
last year's total at
"We're very close to the num"I ran at a fairly even pace and
Leonard Wood, Missouri. Overall, this course, however.
in the race, coming in with a time
We're realiz- ber two team in our conference.
oidn't go out too fast. I ran my'
the Miners tied for 9th place among ing how good we
of 21:03;fol lowed by Tera McCalcan be."
This week at the .UMR lnvitationaL
first mile in 5:45 .and finished in
the 13 teams present and also tied
Kevin Adlard seemed encour- we finished within ten strokes · of
lum, coming in 23rd with a time of 29:47. I'm planning on running in
for 6th place among their conference aged with the
22:01.
Freshman Jennie Garrison
team 's performance them, and that is extremely close for
the Kansas City Marathon on
schools.
'
last week.
finished in 24th place with a time
a [two day] tournament," Essenpreis
October 25."
East Central Oklahoma swept
"We played and scored more noted.
of 22:26, Debbie Leonard finished
Henze has ran the Boston
first place in the tournament.
consistently both days of the tourna27th with a time of 23:20, and
Marathon three times. One of his
"The only way you get better is
"This is their first year in the ment. ' We're starting
Julie Nowakowski finished up for
to come to play better teams. It shows you
most notable performances was in
NCAA Division II bracket," Ray together as team.
the Lady Miners in 34th place with
Right now we're how far you have to go,". Leuellyn
1987 when he finished 300th out
Leuellyn, the Miners' coach said. around ihird or fourth
a time of 24:49.
in the confer- said.
of 6000 runners present. Mostly,
"They got the lowest score ever on ence [talent-wise]
Hoffman and Garrison also
and are playing at
Henze enjoys coming back to
The Miner's third tournament
this course, and this tournament has about the same level
both set p'ersonal records, and felt
[as our confer- was played on Monday and Tuesday,
Rolla to see old teammates. "We
been going on for nine years."
ence schools]," Adlard said.
pretty good about the team 's show·
October 5th and 6th, at the Missouri
had really good camarade rie
The Miners faced tough compeMike Essenpreis, however, still .Southern Tournament in Joplin,
ing at the meet. "It was a good
among our runners ."
tition this week, but they seemed to . sees room for improvem
race," Garrison said. "I did very
ent among Missouri. The team played 27 holes
The men's and ' women's
enjoy the challenge.
his tealllillates .
well and set a PRo It. was perfect cross·cou ntry teams hope the
each day. Results of the final MIAA
aura
Junior Andy Laegler placed
"We played almost exacily the sanctioned. event of the fall were not
weather to run in. It lOOKed like
present at last week 's race will
first for the Miners, tying for 27th same as last week; we
rain early on, but it ended up being
couldn't put available at press time.
carry through to future meets. The
place and with a '153 stroke total in four good scores
together. We had
pretty nice. It was good to have all
"I think we will fill a pretty
Miners head to the Border States
the two day tournament. Sopho- three people that
scored well, but the good team," Leuellyn said. "We're
the people here supporting u's ."
Invitational S.aturday, October 10.
mores Mike Essenpreis and Brad fourth person kept _us
out of the leaving behind our freshman, Adam '
" I set my best time thi s
Washingt on On iversity in St.
Neuville tied for 31st place, each competition. If everyone
plays with i:lunt, so he can work on his game a C year,." Hoffman said. "With everyLouis, Missouri , hosts the event. It
completing the tournament with 154 a little more confidenc
e, we're defi- little more, but we're hoping it all
one here, it helped a lot. I still
is the team's last meet before they
strokes. Eric Fryatt and Kevin nitely capable of playing
with oUf comes together at this tournament." • think we need to work on our pack
compete in the MIAA champi.
time, though. We all stay together
onships and NCAA competitions.

Miner golf team/ slowly improving
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Miners up for a tough test Bearcats seeking. easy win
At this point, a 63-0 rout would make a
statement to the rest of the MlAA, and the
Bearcat Football Beat Reporter
nation that NorthweSt can really play some
The Northwest Missouri State football defense.
team .is in need of some medicine to .right
In . the past few weeks ,against VVashsome wrongs and establish themselves as bum and Missouri VVestern, the Bearcat fans
one of the nation's elite football teams.
have not 's een a total defensive effort.
The medicine of choice will be the Opponents have been scoring easily in the
University of Missouri-Rolla this Saturday fourth quarter without much of a fight.
at Homecoming.
I want to see a determined Northwest
It's too bad a dose of UMR will not be team on Saturday. A team that. will not be
able to heal the NMS Bearcat~ ' injury woes. happy with your typical 41- \3 rout.
The walking wounded continues to
Ti!e Bearcats need a game where they
mount with the recent losses of Brian Sutton just embarrass their opponents. There is no
and David Carlson,' the starting secondary.
way the Bearcats will ever fail back into the
The good part about that is UMR will cellar like they were in 1994.
ncit have enough time to pass the ball before
So, sending a message and an embartheir quarterback will be seeing the ground. rassing defeat would not get the Bearcats in ,
Although the Bearcats ' are 5-0 and too much trouble from the Miners, because
ranked number four in the nation, they hav'e I don't see the Miners winning another game
not played an entire game like a nationally against the Bearcats until well into the next
ranked ball club.
century.
It's time to I ~t it all hang out and make
This game will get ugly early and
this UMR tearn look like fools. UMR has often. I just hope head coach Mel Tjeerdsma
been one of the two worst teams in the Mid- does not · have any pity for the Miners on
.
America Intercollegiate Athletics Associa- Saturday.
tion for the past four years.
The Bearcats need a game where they
Saturday the Bearcats should make the . destroy a team and if there was ever a perUMR Miners look like the worst team in fect time. for this to happen, it's Saturday at
Division II football.
Homecoming.

by Colin McDonough

by Brad Neuville .
Sports Editor
In what could be considered one of the biggest
mismatches of the year, the number four ranked
team in the nation, Northwest Missouri State,
with it's vaunted offense will play host to 0-4
University of Missouri-Rolla in the Bearcats'
homecoming game this weekend.
So far this year the Bearcats have displayed their
awesome offensive power, raking up and average of over 50 points per game. The defense has
not been,. shabby either, allowing opponents to
score only in the teens. The resul t: a juggernaut
offootball power.
On the other hand, the Miners have been able to
muster only 41 points in their first fi ve games
while allowing 134. The result: a 0-5 team
searching for its identity.
The Miners have little, if anything goin.g
right for them right now. The offense is struggling mightily to put points on the board. In three
of their first five games the Miners lead in time
of possession. In fact UMR has lead in many
statistical categories in each game this year. This
shows that the talent and ability is there to at
least be a .500 team.
So what is missing? Simply put, execution.
The Miners have had mounds of trouble once

they cross midfield. Penalties, ' missed blocks,
and good defenses have all contributed to a low
point total despite a decent degree of offensive
numbers.'
Look for the early part of the game, say the
first two or three offensive possessions, to set the
tone for the Miner offense. If they have success
early their confidence should build and execution should follow. If they get off to a poor start
look for it to be a long day.
On the defensive side ofthe ball the Miners have
had trouble stopping opponents whom either
outsize or outrun them. I expect the Bearcat
offense to go after the Miner defense right away.
Again, look for the early part of the game to set
the tone. If the Miners are able to fend off a
Bearcat drive or two early on they should have at
least a respectable day against one of the country's top offenses.
All in all NVVMS has a huge edge. They are the
better team and will be playing at home on
homecoming· weekend in front of thousands of
screaming fans. If the Miners can get off to" a
good start the game should remain close, at least
for a while. Under this scenario I see the
Bearcats as about a 14- 17 point favorite. If this
does not happen, however, the game could·
quickly get out of hand. Either way a victory
over the Bearcats would be a monumental upset
for UMR.

Miners suffer disappointing
defeat at UMR Homecoming
ter, ending the game with a whopping
41 points to UMR's three.
The Miners have continually
T he University .0.£ Missouri- has troubl'e this season, losing to
Rolla football Miners were slaugh- every team it has come across.
tered in their homecoming game
Now holding the bottom rung
against Pittsburg State on Saturday, of the MlAA rankings, they have six
October 3.
chances left to experience the feel of
Pittsburg State owned the game ·victory.
from the start, Anthony Chatman runOn the pre-season coaches poll,
ni ng an 88 yard kickoff return for a the Miners were ranked ninth out of
touchdown on the first play of the ten, rati ng only about Southwest Bapgame.
tist. Now almost ha:If-way through
uMR scored once in the first the season, the Miners are ' firmly
quarter when Bobby Barton kicked a holding onto their last place ranking
41 yard field goal on the twelfth play while SBU has achieved the number
of the game, thus achieving their final
six slot in the current standings.
score of three points. '
The Miners next game will be
Pittsburg State went on to score . against Northwest Missouri State in
again in the first quarter and contin- Maryville; Missouri on Saturday,
ued to score at least once every quar- October 10.
-

by Randal A. Burd, Jr.
Assistant Sports Editor

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
If you're a fr eshman or

ROTC. _yROTC
scholarships pay

tuition, most books and
fees , pIus$150perschool
month. They also payoff
with leadership experience and officer creden,I, imp,e"ivelo
future employers .

I .

sophomore with good
grades ,apply now for a
three-year or two-year
scholarship from Army

Pittsburg State 43, Missouri-Rolla 3
Record: (0-5,0-3)
Record: (3-1,2-1)

UMR
15
38-97

~

134

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, viSit Room 301, Harris Ha ll or call

341 0 6807

Fumble ReturnSi' ards ........ ..
Punt Returns-yards ...... ... ...
Kickoff Returns-yards ........ .
InterceptioA Returns-yards ... .
Punts Number-Avg) .. ... ..... ..
Fumbles-Lost. .......... ...... .
f>enalties-y ards .... .......... .

PST.
25
54-3:?7

111
12-7-0
66-438
0-0
2-27
2-112

0-0
1-42.0
2-1
5-52
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UMR soccer

ing the game, and three red cards.
Last week UMR freshman
Staff Writer
forward Greg Maslin was ,awarded
"Conference player of the week" by
The University of Missouri- the Mid-America Intercollegiate
Rolla men's soccer team won two Athletics Association. This was
games this weekend to bring them awarded to him after his .winning
to 8-1 for the season. On Friday, goal in the Missouri Southern '
the Miners beat Lincoln University game, a team with which the Min3- \. On Sunday the Miners beat St. ers held the 1997 title with .
Joseph's from Indiana 1-0. UMR's
Today the Miners take on
B.J. Stuhlsatz scored the only goal Southern Illinois University in
of the game which was unassisted . Edwardsville, Illinois at 5p.m. On
at 28:30.
Sunday the Miners have a tough
UMR had twenty-four shots game against Truman State Univerduring the game, eight of which sity iii Kirksville, Mo at 12p.m.
were saved by St. Joseph's goalie The Miners are currently 3-0 in the
Nik Balta. St. Joseph only got of conference, and ' Truman State will
three shots during the game. All be their fourth conference game of
three of those shots were saved by the .season.
UMR goalie Todd Wilfling. There '
The University of Missouriwere twenty-seven fouls against St. Rolla women's soccer team split a
Joseph and eighteen against UMR. pair of games over the weekend.
There were seven yellow cards dur- After beating Central Missouri

by Marel Mede/y
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State 'University on Saturday, the
Lady Miners lost to St. Joseph 's on
Sunday.
On Saturday the Lady Miners
played CMSU at home. UMR's Jen
Splaingard scored the first goal in
the game at 49:31 with an assist by
Sara Rudy.
Denise McMillan
scored the second goal for UMR at
77:02 which was unassisted.
CMSU had 13 shots during
the game, with only one shot making a goal. CMSU's Sinead Cullinan scored for CMSU at 67:33
with an assist by Molly McCain.
UMR goalie Michelle Johnson
saved 3 of CMSU 's shots.
UMR 's Libby Stephenson
said , "The other team had their
. chances, but luckily they didn ' t finish them."
UMR had 12 shots during the
game. CMSU goalie Carrie Payne
saved 4 of the Lady Miners shots.
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Fast Fact: Seattle safety Darryl Williams set a team record
.with three fumble-recoveries,
breaking the previous· record
held by fourteen peopie.

Buffalo
26
San Francisco 21
Fast Fact: Buffalo's Thurman
Thomas has achieved 15,656
combined yards, passing
'Henry Ellard to assume seventh place rn ,NFL history.

N.Y. Jets
Miami

20
09

Fast Fact,: Keith Byars, who
has played for Philadelphia,
Miami, New England and the
Jets, passed Marcus Allen, a .
pure running back throughout
his career, with a five yard
reception on the second play
of the second quarter. Byars'
six yard catch for Miami on
Oct. 8, 1995, pustJed Dan
Marino ahead of Fran Tarken- .
ton for the career completions
record.

Indianapolis
San Oiego

17
12

Fast Fact: The Colts' Marshall
Faulk and Marvin Harrison
each extended their streak of

games with a pass reception.
Faulk's 66-game streak is the
second longest in league history at the start of a career to
Kellen Winslow's ' 73. Harrison's streak is 37 games.

New England
New Orleans

30
27

Fast Fact: Joe Johnson's
sack of Drew Bledsoe in the
. first quarter was the 53rd
straight game the Saints have
recorded a sack, the longest
current streak in the NFL.

Tampa Bay
N.Y. Giants

20
03

Denver
Philidelphia

41
16

Fast Fact: This is only the
third time a Super Bowl champion has gotten off t.o a 5-0
start the following season;
Chicago won its first six
games in 1986 and San Francisco its firstJen in 1990.

Atlanta
Carolina

51

23

Fast Fact: Morten Andersen
has ~icked 383 field goals in
his career, tied for second in
NFL history with Nick Lowery.

Fast Fact: Chicago's comeback was its largest since
1987, when- the Bears erased
a 20-point lead for a 27-26 victory at Tampa Bay.

Dallas
Washington

Oakland
Phoenix

Fast Fact: Deion Sanders
provided a nice highlight with
a 71-yard punt return to the
end zone, but there were
three perialties on the play
(two on Dallas, one on Wash
ington) and the play was

The final score was Lady
Miners 2, CMSU \.
On Sunday the Lady Miners
were again playing at home. This.
game they took on St. Joseph 's out
of Indiana. The final score was St.
Joseph's I, UMR O. The only goal
in the game was scored at 66:25 by
St. Joseph 's Julie Reckner with the
assist by Leslie Hilbert .
"[St. Joseph's) came into the
the game ranked first in our region
so we knew we ' d have to step up
and play the best 90 minutes [we
have)
played this season ,"
Stephenson said. "We stepped [up)
to the challenge and played really
well ."
Although the game was low
scoring, the Lady, Miners had II
shots on goal.
St. Joseph 's Mary Zurek
saved six of those shots. UMR had
nine fouls during the game and a

season
yellow card was given out to
UMR's Jen Splaingard. St. Joseph
had five fouls during th'e game and
a yellow card given to' Amanda
Baily.
"Unfortuately, our shots
weren ' t going in yesterday and
theirs did, " Stephenson said,
"That's just the way soccer goes
sometimes. On the whole, I think
this was a great game for us ."
Today the Lady Miners take
on Southern Illinois University in
Edwardsville, Illinois at 5p.m. -The
Lady Miners also have a game on
Sunday, October II at Truman
State University in Kirksville, Missouri at 12:00.
" Both our games this week
are going to be tough," Stephenson
said, " Both teams are very strong
and nighly ranked, but I think if we
play like we did Sun.day we won ' t
have any problems. "

All roads lead to one or
another of MDA's 230 clinics '
helping people affected
. by neurornuscular diseases.

brought back to the Dallas 35.

Fast Fact: Charles Mincy's
touchdown was the first by
Tampa Bay's defense since
Tony Dungy arrived as coach
in 1996. It was the team's first
on an interception return since
defensive tackle Warren Sapp
scored against ,Atlanta in
1995.

31
10

this

HIGHWAY

NFL UPDATE
Kansas City
Seattle

well

Chicago
Detroit

31
27

23
20

Fast Fact: Arizona's Eric Metcalf had 194 yards on six kickoff returns and 57 yards on
four punt returns, increasing
his grip on the current NFL
career record in kick returns
with 7,487 yards.

•
I

,
I

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

Meellhe
CandidaleS
Dinner
Thursday, October 22
6:30 - 8:00 PM
State Senate Candidates, 1(/h District
Democr~t Mike Lybyer *
Republican Sarah Steelman

State Representative Candidates, 14yh District

Democrat Jerry McBride *
Republican Robert L. (Bob) May '
For more infonnation contact ASUM.
RSVP deadline is October 19.

212 uew
341-4970

umrasum@umr.edu
•.denotes incumbent
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I thought sol
The Miner is looking for sports writers, No prior
experience in journalism is needed so what are
you waiting for?
.
Contact Brad Neuville at bj n@umr • edul
UMRGolf
Monday, October 12th
Tuesday, October 13th
Washburn Invitational
Topeka, KS

MIAA Standing: .
. as of Octo~r 5th, 1998

7/9
ANSWERS

TO
CROSSWORD
PUZZ,LE

PUZZLE APPEARS ON PAGE

19.

1998

A grand , pla'n to eliminate
drug cynicism in sports
by John Jeansonne

Newsday
The point .is not performance
enhancement, per se. Nobody can say
for sure whether Mark McGwire's 70
home runs were made more plentiful
(or distant) by his admitted use of
androstenedione. And no evidence
exists to support painful rumors
stirred up by Florence Griffith Joyner's recent death.
The point is unbridled cynicism
that has come to surround all grand
accomplishments in sports, a virulent
disease that has turned the old expression of admiration "Unbelievable!'
into an indictment.
"So tru\11y athletes are truly drugfree," said Dr. Don Catlin, who runs
the Olympic doping-control laboratory at the University of California, Los
Angeles, "but if they do well, it is
automatically ·as~umed they are cheating."
"Oh, that ~ynicism is deeper than
you can imagine," said Brian Derwin,
president of the U.S. weightlifting
federation, who eagerly is promoting
Catlin's proposal for a voluntary
drug-testing program. For years, Derwin has been disheartened by whispers that any athletic breakthrough
"can't be done clean, " by telephone
calls from weightlifters in other countries asking, "How do your guys beat
your tests?"
A~d now a summer's worth of
mistrust has been aimed like a wrecking ball at a number of sports heroes:
the suspension of multiple, Olympic
swimming medalist Michelle Smith
and American track and field
Olympians Randy Barnes and Dennis
Mitchell, the widespread drug scandal
during cycling's .Tour de France, the
revival of suspicions about her

Catli~'s answer is to " give the fundecade-old sprint records after Griffith Joyner died at 38.
. damental responsibility to the athqerwin believes that "in the letes." Rather than tracking them
FloJo situation, all this innuendo down at competitions and (unanwould have died" had the Catlin nounced) at their homes, he would ask
model already been in place and had tJiem to join his club willingly. They
Griffith Joyner built up a file of freely would sign a consent form and submit
submitted negative tests.
to a program that would be "fairly
. "I want to get around cynicism,"
invasive," requiring regular urine and
Catlin said, "but I want to make it blood screening.
"I have respect for the ability of
clear that in no way is this connected
to her case. This has been in my mind athletes who wish to cheat, will
for many years and is unrelated. Obvi- cheat," he said. "But I'm quite satisously, were it up and fully running, it fied that the majority of athletes know
would have had implications back to if they truly are clean, they have noth. the early I 980s, " wheit general pes- ing to lose, and once they're in the
simism grew over losing ground in the prograrp, we can go to other athletes
steroid war. .
and to other countries and say, 'Will
Piling onto the most recent bad you join us?' We want athleies clamnews and bad rumors was the McG- oring to be in the program, to wear it
wire matter, in which b~eball
like a badge of hOllor."
approves a synthetic that artificially
"And if you ask them to join and
increases testosterone although· all some turn aro.und and say, 'I don't
other major sports ban it. That not think so,' "De~ said, " you would
only . serves as free advertising for say to them, the 'oh' that lingers out
andro, for which saIesjumped 25 ·per- there. "
cent in some parts of the country, but
Catlin >admits there is a massive
taints McGwire's accomplishment in "scientific, legal and medical infrastructure" involved. "We need supsome eyes.
. "The sad thing is what all this does port" -from' athletes to sports federato the value system, and what it does tions. There is substantial money to be
to people's health," Derwin said.
raised and financial sources, such as
So how to remove the stigma of corporations and foundations, to be
perceived sysiematic fudging after 20 identified.
years of imperfect testing and nasty
As soon as he has the complicated
legal fights have failed to prove the details ironed out, he will attempt to
playing field is level?
introduce the system on·a small scale;
. '\¥hat originally was seen as a for instance, with the weightlifting
landmark solution-the International federation, because its elite pool of
Olympic Committee's willingness to athletes is. not large. He has presented
banish headline star Ben Johnson for his blueprint to the U.S. Olympic
his steroid-powered 100-meter record Commi ttee and several sport governduring the 1988 Seoul Games-quick- ing bodies .and has found "general
Iy fed the conviction that illegal per- . acceptance that it at,-1east merits furformance enhancement was standard ther investigation." He is confident
operating procedure on the elite ath- the program could "demonstrate solid
letic level, something like politicians feasibility in a year; that's pretty quick
in international sports."
lying.
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Verve
Not

just

by Andrea Lea Benson
Vetve Writer
Looking around the room, I saw
hundreds of women, only a handful of
whom I knew, much less could name.
I must admit, I was largely intimidated. I did not know what to think. I
felt inferior to so many accomplished
women aud wondered how I cou Id
ever be expected to live up to their
legacies. I sat down on the hard
bleachers, amazed to even be present
at such an occasion. The National
Women's Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony was the largest event th3t I had
ever attended and I was utterly overwhelmed. It was by far the most
memorable occasion of my life.

a women's

movement

As I sat among the elite of my er, for example, did not create the Spe- that she was equal to men.
I believe that we are embarking
cial Olympics to prove that she was
gender, listening to the monumental
equal, but to shine a light into the lives on a new era of the women's movewords of phenomenal women, I began
to see the error in my . - - - - - - - - - - - ------------::;a ment. We, as women,
should confront the
thinking. I was not
future head-on wi th the
there to feel small,
power we have. It is time
but to leam to be a
to put aside our petty d ifleader of a new genferences, start seeing the
eration of not great
wo rl d as it is and try to
WOMEN but great
deve lop its potential.
PEOPLE. I was in
The sad truth of our socithe presence of
ety is that emphasis is
women who did not
placed on supe rficia l
necessaiily
fight
qualities instead of lookonly to be equal to
ing deeper to discover the
men, but they sought
similarities within our
to make the world a
better place because they WERE of mentally retarded people. In doing souls. That is why I believe that now
. equal to men. Eunice Kennedy Shriv- what she knew was right, she proved it is not only a women 's movement,

anymore
but a people's movement.
Often times, we set out trying· to
prove ourselves worthy to be placed
arnong great men and women when
we do not understand that our goal is
futi le. We are already worthy because
of the successful efforts of our ancestors. It is up to us now to rea lize the
potential of the power handed down to
us.
Upon leaving the ceremony, I felt
a new sensation of empowerment. I
am a fresh college student just entering the arena. I know now that I have
all the tools I need, and I must use
them. I have courage, ambition,
direction, and the support of thousands of outstanding women among
which I stand. It's my turn now.

A weekend to forget - part 5
byM.T. Teny
Vetve Writer
In the next couple of days, the
severity of the past weekend started to
set in. There was the backlash from
the university, the hospital bills and
the dreaded phone calls to the parents.
It wasn't until a couple of weeks later
that I stepped back and actually
looked at what happened and where I
went wrong. I co",cluded that I had
screwed up mUltiple times, as had my
friend.
First of all, the obvious. I' m not
21, neither are any of my friends, so
even asking someone to buy us alcohol was illegal. After we got it, just
having it was bad and consum ing it
was worse. We put ourselves at risk

of being arrested and we also put
Jason in a bad spot if anything was to
go wrong, which it obviously did.
Luckily we were able to spare Jason
any trouble.
Looking past what was illegal, I
just wasn't responsible when drinking. I left my place unattended and
got drunk. Also, no one was looking
after Dave. It's important to watch
out for your friends and to cover their
backs, especially when drinking. I did
neither, and almost lost a friend.
When the trouble did start happening,
I, at least; knew my limitations and
was able to help him. I.knew who to
go to and what to have them do. Fortu nately for Dave, it wasn't too late.
To be continued ...

yOlDlg inventor dreams up
80IIIdhiIIg called "the ~ tbatis

clestiDe!lto bringllDtold ~.tobis .
boUcs but not to himself. W)Jcn h'l
ails this gricvance to a bos~
whom he mccts in the Caribbean, .he
finds himself enmeshed in a plot from
which there is no C§CBpe, unless you
count the suspiciously ' loving attentions of a fellow employee. The film
also offers the sharpest and most
quizzical work that Steve Martin has
turned in for some time. 1998-R.
This film will show on Thesday,
October \3 at 7:00 p.m.

Cadets survive combat survival training
by Deborah Hummel
Air Force ROTC
Out in the wilderness, life is controlled by the survival of the fittest
This applies to all the plants and animals, but many times this is something that people need to prepare for
also. During a time of war, many soldiers have to be trained so that they
are prepared for the worst, 'evading the
enemy, having no water or food or
being totally lost' in a cold strange
land.
This summer, three UMR cadets
from Air Force ROTC Det. 442 went
through combat survival training at
the US Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado. First, the
cadets went through academics where
they learned the fundamentals of survival in all types of ecological environments as well as evasion in these
environments. One -of the education
labs included vectoring in a Huey helicopter to rescue stranded people.
After many lessons about different
survival situations and how to survive
them, Cadets Jeremy Lane, Mark
Youkey, and Jeff Zdcnek braved the

wilderness. They spent four days in
survival training and three days in
evasion. They learned how to make
shelters in the wildemess and how to
build fires. They also learned how to
procure food and water and how to
protect against dangerous plants and
animals.
Cadet Zdenek recapped on one

of his interesting adventures during
survival. "In our training area there
were plenty of little creeks to get
water from. The problem with the
water came from the fact that we often
didn't have time to filter it and the
iodinc [these are tablets that are used
to make the water safe to drink1gave
it a bad taste. One day we got stuck
drinking water from a muddy hOle.

. On one rainy day we figured out a
way to get clean water that wouldn't
have any chunks or iodine taste. In
our base camp we had a parachute
being used as a tarp. The hole in the
top of the parachute worked perfectly
as a chimney for the fire . Since rain
water is safe to drink, we figured if we
could collect the water coming off the
overhanging parachute we' d have
some great drinking water. Well, we
all filled up our canteens and were
quite proud of ourselves until we took
a drink. It turned out that all the ash
from the fire had landed on top of the
parachute. We also weren't allowed
to pour out any 'perfectly good'
drinking water so we were stuck
drinking our canteens filled with
water that tasted like cigarette butts.
That was the worst water I ever
drank. "
One of the speakers that the
cadets were able to listen to after the
training was Col. Baugh. He is a
Vietnam POW and had spent five
years in the Hanoi Hilton.
He
explained that the worst day being
free is better than the best day in captivity.

The Broke College Student:

Miscellaneous stuff .. ~
by Holly Hawkins
Vetve Writer
This week I decided to not have a theme for my column. Below you
will find a cprnucopia of lots of useful free stuff.

http : //www . univ ersa l grounds.com/gue st/guest . asp
Free sample of Universal coffee. With the second round of exams
creeping up, this is a must have for any college student.

http: //www.rembrandt . com/intro . html
Rembrandt toothpaste samples, coupons, and more! I would bave to
say that this is one of the best free sites on the web. I received three samples of the well known (and quite expensive) toothpaste, along with a two
for one coupon on my next purchase. The company also sends you lots of
information on dental care.

http, / / _ . tcby . can! smoothie/ frozeo/whatsnewa . html
TCBY rewards program. Fill out the application on line and the company supposedly will send you coupons, among which is a coupon for a
free frozen treat on your birthday!

http://www.revlon.com/giveaways
A mini tube of Revlon lipstick! You will al~ receive coupons and a
brochure advertising their new fall products. Be patient. This sample took
me a long time to receive.
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Organizational ·Update
$OUTHWINDS

HOSTING

by Marie Egley
Southwlnds
South winds Magazine, The University
of Missouri-Rolla's literary magazine, is
hosting a writers workshop and canoe trip on
the weekend of October 24-25. The canoe

trip will follow the scenic Gasconade River at
the peak of fall color. Dan Woodward,
ownerloperator of Westphalia Publishing will
be the facilitator at the workshop.
Mr. Woodward has taught English at
various institutions and universities for twenty years, including ones located in China and

,

WRITERS

WORKSHOP

. Saudi Arabia. Professor Jack Morgan of
UMR will also be giving a presentation at the
workshop.
The cost is $35.00 per person or $30.00
per person for those in a group of two or
more. Food, lodging, and canoe rental will
be provided. Contact Randal A. Burd, Jr. at
burd@Umr . e'du for more information.
Southwinds Magazine is also looking
for writers, poets, artists, and photographers to submit their creations for the Fall
1998 issue.
Submissions can be brought to room
209 University Center West or submitted
via e-mail to swinds@umr. edu . Students can pick up the current issue of
Southwinds at the Puck or at the University Bookstore.
Southwinds Magazine is also looking
for creative people who would like to become
part of the Southwinds Magazine staff. For
more information, stop by room 209 University Center West or contact Randal A. Burd,
Jr. at burd@umr. edu.

StuCo getting things underway
by Julie Crow
Student Council
At the Student Council meeting last
Tuesday, ' Student Council
approved appropriations
for non-varsity sports.
A resolution regarding
student input on the tenure
process was approved as
well. The resolution basically asks the administration to contact a sample of
Sll1dents who have had a
professor over the past few
semesters and .ask the students to write a letter commenting on the professor's effectiveness.

Hopefully, this process will satisfy both
the students and the administration. At our
upcoming meeting on October 13, Student
Council will be discussing club appropriations. As always, our meetings are open to campus, so
feel free to come by and
make your comments heard.
Student Council is continuing to work with architects and the administration
on the University Center
Renovations. The d~sign is
nearly complete, and hopefully ground will be broken
in June 1999 and be c.o mplei, ed in approximately 18
months.

TECHnicalities: Battle your .stress now
by Jeremy Markum
UMRTECHS
Stress. It is the "S" word every one of us will
be getting in big doses as midterms approach.
Deadlines, organizational meetings, exams,
and social functions all scream for our attention
simultaneously. "If there were just more hours in
the day," we muse, "then I could get everything
done."
The truth is, however, that if we had more
hours to work with, we would probably just cram
more things into our schedules. In addition, professors could very well take advantage of those
extra hours and assign more homework.
So, what do you do when the stress is so bad
. that your brain cramps? Well, here are some suggestions that can help:
• Take time to make time. Simply put, taking a
little time from your busy schedule to get
organized and focused for the upcoming
week pays big dividends. The best time to do
this is Sunday night after you have relaxed a
little on the weekend. Just get out your
schedule book and plan the rest of the week,
activity by activity. When everything is
down on paper, you might find that you have
more time than you thought.
• Sleep! You might think it is cool to live on tliree
hours of sleep per night for an entire semester,
but your GPA will not. Think efficiency! If
you are rested, you can get just as much done
in one hour as you can in two when ·you're

by Sarah. Albers
EXCEL
J;:XCEL hosted it's third annual EXCEL
Professional Leadership Banquet this past Thursday at University Center East.
Cocktails and dinner were
served to the approximately
sixty people in attendance that
evening.
Representatives from The
Boeing Company, the IllinoiS
Power Company, The Summit
Group and
the Amoco
Corporation attended, as well
as many other businesses, all
in hopes of speaking to students in various fields of
study.
The evening's entertainment/information came in the
form of a keynote address
given by Roy Wilkens, for-
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mer president and 'vice president of Williams
Pipeline before founding Williams Telecommunications Group Inc. Mr. Wilkens is a member of
the Board of Trustees and a member of the UMR
Academy of Electrical Engineers in 1991 .
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opinio'ns on leadership. A short
presentation was
also made on the
founding
arfd
purposes of
EXCEL on campus. The presentation was delivered .by several
different students involved in the EXCEL program.
There is another EPLS banquet next semester and EXCI;lL encourages everyone to attend the
banquet. It is an opportunity to meet professionals in YQur own field of study and to ask real questions to people who are doing the jobs that we, as
students, are training to fill.
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exhausted, You will then have more time to
sleep.
• Exercise at least three times a week for about an
hour at a time. It's not real important what
you do (lift weights, run, bike, etc.), but
whatever you choose to do, it will help greatly in reducing stress. One unique way to
accomplish this, which may actually help you
study, is to altemate short 15 minute bouts of
exercise with periods of study, The exercise
will keep you alert and help prevent burnout.
• Eat healthyr It's "common sense" advice, but
many college students neglect this one for the
same reason they neglect sleep: no time,
Providing your body with the nutrients it
needs to use when fighting the effects of
stress will ensure you win the battle to avoid
illnesses such as. chronic fatigue syndrome
and influenza.
Utilize these tips to diminish your stress this
semester and watch your grades go up!
Also, please feel free to stop by the UMR
TECHS office in 104 Norwood to speak with us
concerning any well ness-related issue in which
you would like more information.

~

Mon-Sat 1-10 pm
___________________________________________________ _
lI Ph<lne
(573) 336-8840
. Sunday 1-5 pm_

others maint
Take the
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FioaOcialaid
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Fraternity
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nore time to
cause problems elsewhere, like
move the drinking from the frater..;
nity houses to somewhere else in
town."
Squibb also added that hav,
ing alcohol free housing could
increase the amount of drinking
and driving.
While McLeane realizes the
fraternities may need more sober
drivers, he anticipates fewer parties and therefore less damage to
the houses, less binge drinking
and better grades as benefits of dry
fraternity houses,
Ogrosky agrees that having
dry housing for the fraterni ties
would improve the living conditions in the units.
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Information Session: October 26th
Interviews: October 27th
Gear up for a (areer with ALL TEL, a Fortune 500 (ompany that specializes in
tele(ommuni(ations and information services, bringing them together in new ways.
With more than 20,000 employees in 48 (ountries, ALLTEL has a pla(e for you on
the fast pace rutting edge of technology.
ALL TE Loffers (areer growth and diverse opportunity in a progressive environment.
Our benefits package is supplemented by (ompetitive salaries and euellent working
(onditions. Let your skills and determination toke you where you wont to go!
If you are a senior or graduate' student
in Computer Sdente or a related field
of study, visit Career Services far information about interviewsign·up far the
above positions. Formn more informotion visit us an the web!
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By C. James
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Comics / Diversions
IROSSWORD PUZZLE
-..... -"'-r:-..., DOWN

,

1 Poll

2 MIIody for en voice
3Remllted
4RMdy
5 Rhea

e Fix
7F88IWe
8'-

9 Wheel
10Sq\-.
11 &.til
~+-+-+-+-f 19 Gew t.ok
21 VIrgIn Mwy
2300g
.........+--+---1 24 Juat

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY
Pool! n.\1l!t>
QutJ!1t;l!,
WI;

M; \.W) "

'0

\.1/I.vt; To CUT \W::K

IN 1;1T\.\bl! WtJ!Dl!ollt;,
ol! P\;l!"'NNl;;L. ..
toNY l!!;coMM!;ND/l.Tlo~i'

25~ofthe

f-+-+-+--f
f-+-+-+-.-,

--+--+-+--l
purpose

22 Musical performance
24 Fuss
27 Rough casing
aJ'OII'ld aeed8
28 «h Greek leiter
ElICh
MIcrophone
32 PertalnIng to
(slang)
an animal paw
341Mky
CIn:Ie
35 TIdbit
R.-t
36.4ge
God of War
One who takes 37 Single
38 uttering
another out

AmerIc:an
Revolution (abbr.)
26 Shout of approvlll
29 Card game
30 Wine cask
31 Enzyme (auf.)
33 Afternoon &how
34 HawaDan dish
36 Oldast
39 Slack off

~~;t_.L-""'40L.ent

41 In
44 Churd1 platform
48 qJaIm; charge

49 Beverage •
51 FIOIT1 Gr. AnIs
(comb. form)
52 43,560 sq. ft.
53 Tille advantage
54 Type
55FootwMr
56 Halfqt. (abbr.• pl.)
57 Pig pens

41 Bad case of the _
42 Wealthy
43 AIr (comb. form)
45 Lope
48 Ally; earial
47 Spolia
50 Copper or
bronze money

10·7

_ANSWERS
APPEAR O,,!
PAGE 8

1£

tIOROS(OPE5 ,
, 1>\{ BOris and

LIBRA' (September 23 - October 22): You' ve been very concerned
with yourself lately. 'Look around, there's a whole world of other people out there. Get to know them. ,

Ratasl)a

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Lucky love day? Nope, not for you:
But don"t worry about the complete lack of interest from the Opposlte
sex, someday:that certain special someone will start to take notice.
,

,

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Today you forgot to wear deodor~t.
Your suspicion that people just don't like you is wrong. Your ~opal '
§,ituation will improve tomorrow along with y~ur personal hygIene.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Walk your bike!! You take to many
risks in life while in a hurry. Slow down, enjoy the scenery. It could
contain something (or someone) special.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Your sign is the Crab, which r~flects
your mood lately. Calm down and stop taking things so literally.
You're starting to hurt the one's you love. ,
LEO (July 23 - August 22): Shave your head. It's a good day to be
different, and to discover new sides of yourself. Explore as much as
possible.
.

. SCORPIO (October 23 - November 21): Buy yo~se1fsomething.
The opposite of Libra, you don't pay enough attention to your needs.
Try to find happiness for yourself as well as others.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 -,December 21): You need to relax.
You're getting tense and worried for no re~on a~ all., Stop dwelling on
all that's going wrong and realize that a lot IS gomg nght.
CAPRICORN (December 22 - January 19): Someone's been invading
your personal space. It's time to teil them to stop. You need that 2foot bubble for your aura t? relax. ,
AQUARIUS (January 20 - February 18): You',re leading someone on.
It's time you stopped. Let them go and appreciate what you already
have . . ,,-~

' P~SCES (Feb~ary 19 - March 20): Lick people.

Hugs are boring,
handshakes are dry. It's time to be daring. Lick people hello. You'll
be surprised how many will lick back.

VIRGO ( Augqst 23 - Septembir"22): The rain's been depressiIi.g you,
don't let it. Go play outside. 'Enjoy everyday for w~t it's worth-the,

Il ~nu~·n~fi~o:r~it~'s~sm::el~l,~th~e~s:un~fi~o;r~it~'s~w~arm~t:h~.~I:t~'s~~~=ut=l~fu=I_.

_ _ _ _ _~_~__________--~~----~~---_ _~
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Wednesday, October 7,

----Employment-------..N,.s.~
Full Time-Summer
3M
interview Date: 10113198 11:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 100
Title: See below·
Location: Nationwide
Minimum GPA: 2.9S
Grad Date: 12/0 1/98 12:00:00 AM 1007101199 12:00:00 AM
Citiz.cruhip: USlPenn Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Classification:
Major:
CRE B
ELEC B
MECH B
Nota: De3dline for submitting resumes: September \4
Infonnation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Rcmarlcs: • Design Engineer; Project Engincc:ring; Porcess lnsuutnent:1uon and Control Systctru
Engineering. Rc:scareh and DcvcJopmcn~ Process and Industrial Engineers; Software and Elec·
tronics Engineer

ALUMINUM CO OF AMERICA
Inte:rvkw Date: 10107198 11:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 28
litle: Application Analyst; Full-lime IIIId Sununer Inlem
l...oation: 8d:tcndorf'. LA
Minimwn GPA: 2.4S
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101101 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Oauific:ation:
Sopb.
Jr.
Sr.
"",jor.
CMPS a
CMPS M

BOEING - ST. LOUIS

AMDOCS
laterYkw Date: 10111198 1%:00:00 AM
Schedule II: ~ 30
Tit1e: Programmer
Loc:ation: SL Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.9S
GBd Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
CWTClt SignUp: PRS-Open

CMPS M

Nota: Deadline for submitting resumc::s: October 6
Infonnation on positioo available in 301 Norwood Hall
Remarlcs: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 20 - 4:00 p.m.
Mcramec Room • UCE

CIVLM

CMPSB
ECONM

[CON B

ELECM
EN1'LB
MECUM

EMANB
ENPLM
MGTSB

rHYSB

PHYSM

CIVLB

CMPSM
ELECB
EMANM
MECHB

MGTSM

GEEB
N.ta: Deadline

rc.: submitting n::swnes::

MECHa
October 2

1001W9II%:00:00AM

Sc:bcdWe ... 39
Title: FWl-Tune and SwmlCI"" Inkms
t..oc:.ioa: lIIfortnltion on poIition and location avaitabk in 301 Norwood Hall
Mirrinun GPA: 2.!iS
Gnd 0-:- 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Curran SipUp:- PRS-CLOSED
a.si~
Jr.
Sr.

...,..,

CMPS a

CMPS M

ELEe

AaCIIER DANIELS MIDLAND-ADM
IIIIInIIw 0..: IltlllM IL-tI;tI AM
TdIr. _ _ _
SdIcIcWc ... 1$0
t..>aba< _

MilliaanGPk 2.0
Grldo.: 0jI0119I 12:0&.00 AN 10 IlJDlJ9iI2:00:00AM
lJSIP<no Ooly
C'wm>t SipU" PItS-CLOSED

C-..
......,

CHE.

ra""""

_
IloadIiM '" AII>nbtIifta
Scpcmbcr 2l
Aaa.b:: hI~ oa paritbt ..,aiLablc ia ~I Norwood Hall

llltenkw Dale: I012lJ9112:00:00 AM
ScbeduJe ' : S!i
Trt1e: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall
Localion; Information available in 301 Norwood Hall
Minimum GPA: 3.IS·
Grad Date::" 05/01198 12:00:00 AM to 11101102 12:00:00 AM
C;li=shlp' US Only
.
Cum:ut SianUp: PRS-Opcn
o..;;fia6"",
Sopb.
k.
Mojer.
CMPS a
CMPSM

s,.

a

ELEC M
MGTS •
MGJ'S 1M ~
N.-: nc.Bine for cabmiaing n::swncs: October I
Itan¥b: P1l£..IlECJtUITMENT MEETING: Sund8y, Oc:tober 11 ·6:00 p.m.
Mcnrncc Room - UCE

".

CATERPILLAR COMPANY
IIItc:rTIIrW Dak! UW719111:oo:oo AM

Schc:du1e ': 141
Tit1e: Service Support
Minimum GPA: 2.8

Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
CitizcnJhip: USlPc:nn Only
CwTcnt SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Classification:
Major:
ELK a

.

MECUM

ELEe M

MECUB

· Nota: Deadline for submitting n::swnc:s: Septc:mbc:r 16
~y applications &: information on posi.ti~ available in 301 Norw9OCl Hall
Renwb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday. October 6 • 6:30 p.m. (Carver Turner Room) • UCE
Completed company application &: transcript MUST be subnUUcd with n::swne
Overall and Major GPA MUST be 2.8 or above
CATERPD..LAR. COMPANY
Interview Date: 1010719l111:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 342
Title: Information Systems: Engincc:ring Systems
Locaiion: Infonnation not available
Minimum GPA: 2.g

g;:~~~: 1~J,':n1~~00 AM to 081011¥ 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Major:
CMPS B
'[LEC M

MGTsB

CMPS M
MECU B
MGTSM

ELEC B
MECH M

Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16
Company applications &- information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall

==r!~=~MEETING: Th~~~6.6:30p.m. .TheGallc~. . ._ __
Complaed,company application and transcript MUST be sulimittcd with resumes.
Overall and Major GPA MUST be 2.8 or above
.

MECUM
MIN a

.ETa

ELECB
. EMANM
METa
MINM

_ _ ........

~~HaI~ GPA MUST be 2 8« IlxMo
GrodStu.
CMPSP

submiama

.

CATJ:.aP1U.AR COMPNIY
hi.......
I " " ' " 11:l1:li AM
SchaIade.: 49

o.r.

Tille enc;-m,.0Dd""""
1..Axabon: Inf~IMItAvailabk
Mia:irnuaaGPA: 2.1

Gnd OW: 11101193 12:00:00 AM 1O~1199 12:00:00 AM

C"""""",,

MECUa
METM
n:TR •

CompICICd~Y"""',_ood....."",MUSTbe

CMPSD
ELEC.
ELECM
ELECP
ELEeD
MECUa
MECBP
MECBD
MECUM
METa
METM
METP
METD
Neta: Drcdine for
n:sumcs:: October I
Rarwfu: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wemesday, Oetoba- 21 ·6:30 p.1'Il
P~tobelllnOUllC:Cd

· CATERPD..LAR COMPANY
lDlervlew Date: 10IIlI9II2:00:oo AM
Schedule #: 56
Tit1e: Martetins Dadopment Program
Location: Information not available
Minimwn GPA: 2.8
GradOatc: 12I0119g 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Citittnship: USIPerm Only
· Cum:nl SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
fthJor:
CIVL II
'CIVL M
ELEC)If
EMANa

M \
Nota: Deadline forsubrnittina raumc:s: September 21
Information on pcsitiOft Ind'Company Applications avaa.bIe in 301 Norwood HaJI
Ranarb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: MODday. Octcbcr 12·7:00 p.rn.
.
201 Norwood fbJl

CASE CORPORATION
PETRB

MECBa

MECUM
Nola: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16
c.ornp.ny applications Ii. information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
R.cnwb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 6.- 6:30 p.m. • The
(c.rver Twnci Room) • UCE
'
CmtpIcu:d c:onqwIy applicabon &: transcript MUST ~ subnUucd with raume..
0vc:nIl1 mel ~or GPA MUST be 2.8 or above

CARGll.L INC. - NORTH STAR STEEL

Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Current SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Classification:
Jr.
Sr.
£LEC B
MECH B
MET B
MAjor:
Nota:: Deadline for submiuinS n::su:mcs: September IS
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October S • 6:00 p.m.
Centennial Hall West · UCE

ANHEUSER IIVSCU
~DUe:

CARGILL INC.
Internew Date: 10107198 12 :00:00 AM
Schedule II : 46
Tit1e: Production Management
Location: Various
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 11101198 12:00:00 AM toOSIO l 199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
CUJTent SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Sr.
ClassificaJ.ion:
Jr.
rthjor:
CHE B
MECU B
Nota: Deadline for submining res:wncs: September IS
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. October 5·6:00 p.m.
Cent.ennial Hall West - UCE

Location: Various
Minimwn GPA: 2.7S
GradDate:: 12I0 1198 12:00:00AMto07/0119912:00:ooAM

ELEeB

CATERPD..LAR COMPANY
Intervkw Date: 10107198 11:00:00 AM
, Schedule": 340
lit1e: Foundrj Open.tions
Location: Unavailable
MinimUm GPA: 2.8
.
.
GTad Datc: 12101198 12;00:00 AM to 12101199 12;00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPc:rm Only
Current SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Chlssification:
Major.
ELEe B
ELEe M

~on : mfOOmmonnot~l~k

BOEING - ST. LOUIS
b.1erv5ew Dale: 10IllI9I1l:00:00 AM
Schedule": 114
Tit1e: Quality Engineer
Location: St Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.9S
.
Grnd Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Current SignUp: PRS-Opcn
Major:
AERO B
ELEC B
MECRS
Nota: OeadIine for submitting resumes: October 9
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Rernarn: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 22 - S:oo p.m.
Carver Twncr Room (The GaJlery) - UCE
Students interviewing should take copy of their transaipt with them to the interview. .

latuvkw Date: 10l0II9I11:00:00 AM
Schedule II : 220
Title: Engineering positions, Full·Time and Sunvner Intern

Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: Scptcmber 23
Information on position aV3.Jlable in 30 1 Norwood Hall
Rcrrmb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, 0a0ber. 12 . 7:00 p.m.
Mc:r-amccRoom· UCE
AMOCO On.. COMPANY
~ Dak: 10119198 11:00:00 AM
Schedule f: 117
Title: Information not available
Loc::a:tion: Information not available
Minimum GPA: 2.7S
GrId Dale:: 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Cun-aI: SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Classification:
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
Major.
CUE B
CJVL II

ASSOC OF ILLINOIS ELEC COOPERATIVES
Interview Date: IOlt Sl98 11:00:00 AM
Schedule N: 402
Tide: StaffEnginoc:r
Location: Springfield, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.4S · .
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 08l0119!? 12:00:00 AM
Citiz.enship: US Only
Cwn:nt SignUp: PRS-Opc:n
Major:
[LEe B
EMAN B
Nola: Der.dtine for submitting rawncs: October 6

latltnitw Dale: 10I1lI9I11:oo:oo AM
Sc:bcdulelt: 444
lit1e:: Estimator
Location: St Louis, MO
Minimwn GPA: 2.9S
Grad Dec: 12J01198 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
CwTent SignUp: PRS-Opcn
Major:
AERO a
AMTH B
ELEC II
[MANa
MECRB
Nota: Deadline for submittina rcswnc:s: October 9
Information on poIition available in 301 NcwWood Hall
R.emaro: PRE-RECRUlTMFNT MEETING: Tbuisday, October 22 • s:oo p.m.
Carver Turner Room (The: Gallery) • UCE
.
Students interviewing should take oopy of their trusaipt to the intcrv1eW

AU1MIN1JM COMPANY OF AMERlCA(ALCOA)
lalI:rtinr Oak: 1011419111:00:00 AM
Scbcduk 6:27
Tit1e: EngiDc:cn
Location: DaY'tDport, LA
Mininmn GPA: 2.4 .
Grad Oa!e: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
CurTail SignUp. PIt.S-CLOSED
Major:
ELEC II
ELEC M
MECH B
MEeD M
MET B
MET M
Nota: Deadline for submitting rcswnc:s: September 24
Rtmarb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, September 24 ·6:30 p.m.
104 Mcch:mial Engineering Bwlding
.
Students intcrYiewin~ shouJd take copy of their transaip to the interview

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
interview Date: 1011319812:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 32
Title: Consultant
Location: All AMS locations
Minimwn GPA: 2.9S
.
Grnd Dale: OS/O I/98 12:00:00 AM to 0M>1199 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
AMI'B B
AMTU M
MAJor.

[MANB

MGTS B

Rcmarb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tbunday, September 24 - 6:30 p.m.
104 Mcchatical Engineering Bwlding

CATERPILLAR COMPANY
interview Date: 10107198 11:00:00 AM
Schedule II : 339
Title: Engineering and Research
Location: Information not available'
Minimwn GPA: 2.8
Grad Date: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM to 08/0 1/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Current SignUp: PRS· FCFS
Classification:
MlJor:
CKE B
eRE M
NOla: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16
Company applications and information on position available in 301 Norwood Han
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 6 - 6:30 p.m . • The
(Carver Turner Room)· UCE
Completed company application and transcript MUST be submitted with resume.
Overall and Major GPA MUS'P be 2.8 9C' above

MGTSM

Grad Stu.

MGTSM
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: Septcmbc:r 16'

MAJor. CMPS B

ARTIfUR ANDERSEN
Interview Date: 10/ 19/98 11:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 41
Tit1e: Consultant
Location: All Arthur Andersen Locations
Minimum CPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 0!i/0 1/98 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Major:
CMPS B
CMPS M
EMANM
MGTSB
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 2

lJSIPam 00Iy

Cumnt "",Up' PltS-FCFS
...,..,
ELEC •
EUC M
I\ttCH •
MECUM
_
IladIftoc ' " AII>nbtIifta """""" SepocdIot 16
lI'IformlliCl'l a. pGiIioa _e:.np.y ~....a.bIc- in 301 Norwood tWl
R.m."" PR£.IlECRUlTMENT~ T. . . . . ~6. -60JOp.m.
Can<rTumc< Room (The GoIIay) - \JCE C""""""~ """,_ODd T.-ripc
MUST be subrnine.d wid! the raamc.. Tum in to 10 Norwood Hall
0wnI1 ond tq« GPA MUST be 2.1 .... abow.

Ilriatly

CATEDIUAR COMPANY
IIrttnkw Date: I . . " . 11:01:. AM

SchcdWc'SO

Tille ......... _

Support rt.minafOp<nDons

arne ..........
lid
....... ..
ress

~~:~DO(.nilabk
Grod Dolt. 1210119112000,00 AM 10 12101/99 12000,00 AM

Ci"-'"l'

E

USiPmIt 00Iy

=S~=r

•
EMANM

. MECUa

~"::'"...:.~
.. r.;;.~~..!.~mJOl,NcI""'.,lIblJ
Rcnwb:: f'tlE.-RECRurJMENT MEETING: WcdDcsday, Odobcr 7 • 6:30 p.m. •
~'"""...=:-=~:!;~MUSTbe _ _ _ .
0vcnl1 A mrior GPA MUST be 2,1 or *""=

lly.......::::::::::::.. ..

ignulure

.. ..

••••••••••••••
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o
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..ARCOM.PANY
lie: 1010719112:00:00 AM

CHEVRON

erin, and Research
·ormation nol Available:
'k 2.8
VO I/98 12:00;00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
tJSIP<nn Only
Jp: PRS-FCFS
ELEC B
ELEC M

MECH B

Major.

MECHM

n

line for submitting resumes: Sepccmbtt 16
"position and Company Application available: in )01 Norwood Ha1l
:E-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tucsda.y, October 6, - 6:)0 p.rn.
r Room (The Gallery) - UCE
:r:;Y Appliation ond T.....<ripO MlJST b< .ubminod with the .......... Tum i,

i

oUjor GPA MUST be 2.8 and above.
_

CONTIN ENTAL DISC CORPORATION
Inttrvw;w n att : 1011l/98 12:00:00 AM
Schedule: N: 66
Title:: Product Developmc:nt Engr; Design Engr; Full-TIme: &. Summe::r Intern
Location: Liberty, MO
Minimwn GPA: 2.25
GOO Date: 0510 11981 2:00:00 AM 10 11101 101 12:00:00 AM
Cum:nl SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Classification:
Jr.
Sr.
Major:
AERO B
MEeD B
MET B

lattnkw natt: 1011 41'91 11:00:00 AM
Schedule II: )6)
Title: Summer Intc:m
I...ocation: Various
Minimum OPA: 2.5
Gf3d Dale: 01 1'0 1100 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Currenl SignUp: PRS..cLOSED
Classification:
Soph.
Jr.

"

JGfIYN 1%:00:00 AM

GEE B

PETR 8

Nota: OadJinc: (or submitting reswncs: September 22
Rc:rrwb: PR£.RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 12 · 6:00 p.m.
Missowi Rocm - UCE

Notes: Deadline (or s ubmi tting resumes: September 23

CONOCo. INC.
latuYkw hilt: IGfI5l9l1l :00:00 AM
Scheduk . : 63
Title: Assoc:iau: Engineer - Full-TIme and Summer Inlem
Location: Lake O1a1es,lA; Ponca City. OK; Denver, CO; Billings, MT
Minimum GPA: 2.0
GrwIIlatt: I2JDIJ98 12:00:00 AM to 071'(110) 12.00:00 AM

CRAWFORD, MURPHY &: TILLY, INC.
latervfew nate: IGfl9198 11:00:00 AM
Schedule fI : 199
Title: CiVil Engineer
Location: Sl l....ouis, tAO; Spingfie:l d. ~ Auron., IL
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 0S/01 198 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1/98 12:00:00 AM
C\..IITCI'It Sign Up: PRS-Cl.OSED
Major:
CJVI; B
CIVL M
Notes: Deadline: ~O!" l ubmitting reswnc:s: October I

Citizatship: US!Penn Only

' 164

"r-n

Cu,rmc SipUp: PRS-CLOSED
O"';!iaoion,
SopI>.

'k 2.95
11101100 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM

Major.

nous
U~

PRS-CLOSED
SopI>.
k.
CIIE B
CIVL a
ELEe B
MECHB
l iae (er lubmittina resumes: Sq:canbcr 21
t£.RECRUITMENT MEETING: Mc:wKlIy. October 12 - 6:00 p.rn.
",·UCE
"

CREB
CIVLM

k
CUEM

Gnd Stu.
CIVLB

ELECM
EMAJOf B
meHB
MECUM
N IICa: Deadliae for submittin& resumes: September 2)
In(~ CIa pxition available in 301 Norwood H.all
Rcmarb: PR.E-RECRfJITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. October 14 - 6:00 p.m.
206 Mel 210 ~Nua Hall
ELEC.
EMANM

CONTECH CONS11lUCTION rJtODucrs INC.
lIttentnr Dat: 1M7". 11:11:00 AM
SchcdWc I: 65
l.oatioooo
_
Trtk
SaIa~

-= lGfJlI9I12:00::00 AM

'"
.....
_

Full-Time

UpoPRSO.OSED
rE11l B
rETa M
l iac (or nbmiitma resumes: Scpcanber n
t£-1tECJtUITMEN'T MEETING: Moaday, 0c:uJba0' 12 - 6:00 p.rn. .
",·UCE

c...- SipUp, Mmual
M..Jw:
clVLa
Ne4a: Dc.nine for rutmittiua raumes:

CIVLM
Sr:pcc:mbcr J7
Rcn.b.: PRF,RECltUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 5 - 6:00 p.m.
•
Silw:r A GoId - UC'E

CON'IlNENTAL DISC CORPORATION
uln"rilw o.te: ..... lI'JIl!:. .:. . AM

1111Ji91 12:00:00 AM
II
_Full-Time

ala:

44.

.....

M: 2.9S
12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM

Up, PRS-CLOSED
CKE B
CUE M
eM. M
ELEC B
MECnB
MECHM
line (or submitDna resumes: Septcmbc:r 22

CIVL B
ELEe M

MEETING: mONDAY, oClOBER 12 - 6:00 P.M.

SchcdWe I:
Tide: Systems AIWys1/P'rop'amna
"""""" Ubaty. MO
MiDimurftGPA: 2.5
Grad n.tc:: 12AJ1198 t2.-OO:00 AM to 071'01199 12:00:00 AM
CitizaBbip: USlPerm Oftly
<;unmt SisnUp: Maul
.~
CMPSB
MGTSB
N~ OPEl< SlGN·UP DAre ImmcdiaIeIy
Rem:arb:- Plt&R.ECR.utTMENT MEETING: Sunday, October II - 7:) 0 p.m,
Missouri Jtoom - VCE

D ' UCE

MICJlI

csc CONSULTING
J_te:r""riew nate: 'UWlOtW 12:00:0cfAM
Sc:heduk fl: 68
Title: Auoci.atc: CoasuItant
Location: SL I..ouiJ, MOo Kau:as City, MO
Minimwn GPA: 2.9S
.
Gnd Date: 05101198 1-2:09:00 AM to 0810 1199 12:00:00 AM
Current SicnUp: PlS-CLOSED
Major:
AAS B
A&:S M
ENG.
ENG FIt:
MltM B
MAM M
Notes: DeadJine roo utmittiog resumes: October 2
Rcmarb: PR.&It.ECRUITMENT MEETING: Mooday. October 19 - 6:10 p.rn.
Missouri Rcon - UCE

Mirtinuin GPA: 2.4S
Gtado.tc.: 01101198 12;00:00 AM to01101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizmlhip: USIPum Only

M: 2.95 •
IVOII98 12:00:00 AM to OliO 1199 12:00:00 AM

~RECRlJITMENT

Rc:marb: PRE-RECRUITMENT ME.ETING: Sunday, October II - 7:) 0 p.rn. _
Missouri Room - UCE

~~~~~~~~~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
. ~ ~ ~

CSRRlNKER
I_Uniew DUt: It12l191l1:00:00 AM
ScbeduIe ' : 99
•
Title: ~t TraiDoc-Ag:repIc
l....ocation: SowhorCc:ntralf1orida
Minimum GPA: 2,0
Grad Dale; 11101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Citi.z:cnship: US Only .
CurrentSianUp:P~

Clauifiation:
'
Soph.
Jr.
MlJor:
GEE.
MECD B
Nota: DeadJine (or IUbmitting resumes: October 9

Sr.

MIN •

DIGITAL AUDIO DISC CORPORATION
IJtUnlew Date: 10(1919112:00:00 AM
Schedule fI: 8S
Title: Process Engineer
Location: Terre Haute, IN'
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01198 12:00:00 AM to 12101198 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Current SignUp: PRS:CLQSED
Major:
ELEe.
MECH B
Notes: Deadline (ouubmitting rerumcs: October 2

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits ~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
.
__ ~ \.

No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT SIGNER, No

SECURITY DEPOSIT! .

no credit - bad credit - n o ·in co lll'e ?
If You Think You
(an't Get A Credit

Card, Think Again.

YES!

I want Credit Cards immediately_ GUARANTEED APPROVAL
CRA, PO Box 16662, ATLANTA, GA 3032 1

1
1

1
I

Name ......................................... ...................................................................................................................... ......: ........... :............. ............................................. :

Address ................................................. ................................................ .........................;........................................ ..................................................:................... 1
1

.lII-0I 1 City................. ....... .......... ...... ... .................... ............................ ...... .. .... .... .~ ... ...... State... ,.......... ......... ..... ..... .. .. ....... .... . Zip .... .. .............,..:...................... ....... ..

Signature.............. ... ......................... ........... .................... ......... ..... ............................................ ...................... ....... .. ........... .................... .................................. ... '1
1

Tir ed of Bein Turned Down ?

:

·,u ~ .~

Page

......

~~

.-". _ .. . .. . . ...... _ . _ . .. ..

~

.• • ,

~ ,

.. .. . ".

.. . .. " , . .. . . . . .. "
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EATON CPRPORATION
latuvltw Oak: 10107/98 U:IO:OO AM
Sc:hcdu1ell: 80
Title: Entry Level Mcch Engr. lndustrial Engineering
Location: GA; NC; SC; MI; IA; NE; OK
Minimum GPA: 2.65
Grad Date: 121011981 2:00:00 AM 10 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Current Sign Up: PRS· FC FS
Mlljor:
CMPSB

I'

AMTH II
CHEM
CMPSB

AMYH M
CIVLB
CMPSM

ELECM
[MAN B
MEC" B
M ,E CH M
MGTSM
PSYCB
Notes: Deadline: for submitting resumes: September 28

CHEB
C IVLM
ELEC B
EMANM
MCTSB
PSVCM

InfOl"llUtion on position available: in 301 Norwood HaU
Remarks: PR£..RECRUITMENT MEETfNG: Tuesday, September 29 - 6:00 p.m.
Carver Tumer Room (The Gallery) - UCE Students interviewing must complete company Personal Data Shc::¢ available in 30 I Norwood Hall

Schedule " = 198
Title: Systems Administraton; Networking. Prognunmcr Analysts
Location: SI. LouiJ. MO
MininlW1l GPA: 2.3
Grad D:uc: OS/O II98 12:00:00 AM to 12101198 12;00:00 AM
Citizc:ruhip: USlPcrm Only '
Current SignUp: PRS..()pen
Classification:
Major:
CMPS B

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
l atc:rvkw Date: 10107/98 12:00:00 AM
Schedule N: 91
Title: ·See below
L..ocation: Michigan and ocher U.S. Locations
Minimum GPA: 2.95
.Grad Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Current Sign Up: PRS-FCFS
Clani fi cation:
Jr.
Sr.
Grad Stu.
Major.
CMPS B
CMPS M
ELEC B
ELEe M
MECU B
MECH M
Nola: Deadline ror submitting rc:sumc:s: September 18
Remarb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. October 5 - 5:30 p.m. - 216 McNutt Pizza will be served ·ProductIComponcrll Design Eng; Manufacturing Process En~ Plant Eng;
Manufacturing Supervision
•

[LEeS

EMANB
MEcnB
MCTSB
Notes: Dcadline for submitting rc:sumcs: October 9
Rcrnarlu: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. October 14 • 6:30 p.rn.
Place to be announced

.. I

Inlertkw Datt: 10107198 U :OO:OO AM
Schedule II: 09
Title: ·Sec.below
locRlion: Michig:lt\ &r: other U.S. locations
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPcnn Only
Current SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Claui fi cation:
Jr.
Sr.
Grad Stu.
Major:
tJMPS B
CMPS M

Major.

EDWARD JONES
lArervk:w Dak: 1011S198 11:00:00 AM

I' R 1 :-\ e l l ' I. E S

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Intervkw Date:: 10116/98 11:00:00 AM
Schedule If: 83
Title: M,3 nagcmcnl Coruultant
Location: Sl. Louis; K.ans3s City. Denver, other major US cities
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad 03tc: 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM 1008101199 12:00:00 AM

Currenl Sign Up: PRS...cLOSED

ELEeB
MECHB
METB
MCTSB
Notes: Deadline fOf submitting resumes: ScptcmbeT 16
Rcmatb: Information on the OkJlIhoma position available in )0 1 Norwood Hall

S () L :-\

J)

RET 1 R E .\\ E :-\ 1

1:-\ \. E S'I 1 :-\ ( ;

. RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET ACOMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.' .
J\ II financial companies charge operating fees

n

and expenses-some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you 'pay, the better.
That way, more of your money goes where it
shoiIld -towards building a comfortable future.

We make low expenses a top priority.
As the largest retireme nt system in the
world' -a nonprofit company focused exclusively on the financial needs of the educational
<l\ld research communities - our expenses are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.'
In fact, TlAA-CREF's 0.31 % average fund
expenses are less than half of the expense charges
of comparable funds.' It's why Morningstarone of the nation's leading sources of annuity and
mutual fund infonnation - says, "At that level
[T lAA-CREF] is cheaper than any othe r

[va riable annuity] policy, and is even competitive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes,
though it offers far more benefits.'"

"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the
financial services industry."
Of course, expenses are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
Morningstar also noted our commitment to
"consumer education, service" and "solid
investment performance." Because that can
make a difference in the long run, too.
At TlAA-CREF. w e believe people would
like to sperid more in retirement, not on their
retirement company. Today, ov~r two million
people count on that approach to help them
build a comfortable ani! secure future. So
can you. To find out more, call us at
1 800 842-2776. We'd consider it a compliment.

Visit us on the Internet at

~.tiaa-cref.org

Ensoringthefuture
for those who shape ie' .

GARMIN INTERNATIONAL
Jattrview Datt!' 10115198 12:00:00 AM
Schedu1e II: 399
Title: Software EngT', Electrical Engr. Mechanical Engr
l.oca1ion: Olathe, KS
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Gr.sd Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 0810 1199 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS.cLOSED
Major.
CMPS a
CMPS M

£LECM
MECDB
N.us: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 2
Re:nwb: PR£..RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, October 1-4 .
Marie Twain Room - UCE
GENERAL ELECTRIC
,latenirnr D.tt: IOIHiJ98 11:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 388
Title: Fidd Engineering Program - OE Power Systems
Localion ~ Various throughout the U.S.
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 12101198 12;00:00 AM·to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
titiz:cnship: USlPerm Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Major:
MEeD B
MECD M
Nota! Deadline for submitting n:sumes: September 28
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPUANCES
IatiUYlew D.te: 10116198 12:00:00 AM
Schcdu1e II: 31r7
Tille: MetaJlurgistiGE Applicanas
I..ocation: Louisville, Kentucky
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grnd Dale: 0S/01198 12:00;00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Pnly

Current SignUp: .PRS--CLOSED
Major.
MET B
MET M
. Nota: Deadline ror submitting resumes: September 28
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY (GE)
lntuykw Daft: 10/16/98 12:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 333
Title: GE Ain;:nft Engines
Location: Oll; MA NM; NC; NH; KY; vr, SC
Minimum GPA: 2.9S
GnId Dale: 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM 10 08101199 ·12:00:00 AM
Citizmsbip: USlPerm Only
Current SignUp: PRS.cLOSED
Major:
AERO B
ELEC B

METB
Nota: Dcad1inc for submitting resumes: September 28
GENERAL MOTORS
Interview D:.lt: 10112198 12:00:00 AM
Title: Summc:c Int.c:m
l...ocaIion: Midwest
Minimum ,GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Cum:nt SignUp: PRS-CLoS6D
Classi fication:
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
MIIJor.
ELEC B
MECD B
MECDP
MECHD
Nota: Deadline: ror submitting resumes: Odobe:r 5
GENERAL MOTORS
Iattrvkw Date: 1D12G19S 11:00:00 AM
Schedwe it: 315
.
TItle: Produd: &gr, Mfgt Engr. Quality Engr. Production Super; Industrial Engr
1...cation: Midwm
J
Minimwn GPA: 2.75
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 0810 1199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Cunatl SignUp: PRS-CLOSFD
Mal«'
CMPS B
CMPS M

CMPSD

~~PM

~tl~~
EMANP

MECHB

MECDM

MECBD
METB
. METP
METD
Nota: Deadline for sutmitting resumes: October 5
HAYDEN HOMES. INC.
IatuYkw Date: JQIlll98 12:00:00 AM
litle: Information not. available
1...cation: lnfQl'l'tWion nOl available '.
Minimum GPA ~ 2.0
GradDate: 05lO11981 2:00:00AMlO 12101199 12:00:00 AM
Cum:nt SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Major:
CIVL B
CMPS B
MCTSB
Notes.: Deadline ror submitting re:sumes: October 5

£MAN

HBI: CORPORATION
IaWYkw Daft: IDflJJ98 U:OO:OO AM
Tide: FuJI-Tnnc andSwnmer Interns
Location: St. Louis. MO
Minimum GPA; 2.65
<nd Dale: 05lO119a 12:.00;00 AM to 12101101 12:00:00 AM
CwTent SignUp: PRS-Open
Clas:rification.:
Jr.
Sr.
Gr.d Stu.
Ma,t.r.
OVL a
CIVl:; M
ELECM
MEeD B
Nota: Deadline ror submitting reswnc:!I: October 6
Rcm8rb: PftE.RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tucsc:fay, October 20 - 6:00 p.m.
Missouri Room - UCE
HILCO n:CIINOLOGIES, INC.
blkrYinr Datc. 1000lJ91 u :oo:oo AM

TIAA-CREF expensts are s ubjec t to c hange a nd a.re not g u a ranteed fo r the futu re . Pruu perform;mce is no guarantee of future results.
T1AA-CREF Ind ividual and Institutional Services dis tributes CREF certifica tes and interes ts in the T IM Real Estate Account.

in~~~~n1~:n~~;: tull~ l:t~:;.~~1~v~~O~r ~~d2~:~:;tension 5509. for

ELOCM
MEeHS
Nota: Deadline ror submitting resumes: Septc:mber 18
Rcmaru: PR£..RJ;CRUlTMENT MEETING: Monday, October 5 • 5:30 p.m. _
216 McNutt Hall - pjzza will be served
·ProductlCompcnt Design Engr; Manuracturing Process Bngr, Plant Engr; Mao,uf!l''jIf,P''''
vision

ScheGde.: 37

I . Based on $236 bi llion in n.sseC 5 unde r -ma nage ment . 2. Sta1l3.uYJ d PiJOr:, h uuronu Rillillg MIlIy.li.l. 1998; Lipper AnaJyticaJ Services. Inc .•
/..ipptr- Diru tor.,· Analytical Data 1998 (Qua.rte rly) . 3. Of the 4.829 variable annuities tracked by M omingstar. the average fund had total fee s
corrbining a nnual ex penses of 0.82% p lus an insurance expensc o f 1.27%. Source: Morningstar. Inc .• for periods cnding 7/3 1/98.
4 . Sou r ce: M o rningstar Principia Variahl~ Iln",~iJiulul~ 4130198.

Fo r mo re comple te info rmation.

We~esday ,

ERNST" YOUNG LLr

the prospectuses.

Title: Project, Enp; Software Engr
l..ocaion: St Louis; Oicago; Adana
Minimum GPA: 2.7
Gmd Date: 05101/98 12:00;00 AM 10'08101199 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Major,
CUE B
CHEM
CUED
CMPSB
CMPSr
CMrSD
ELECM
ELECP
[MANa
EMANM
EMAI(D
MECHB
MECDP
MECHD
Nota: Deadline for submitting rt:$umcs: Scptanber 22

-::. -- ------------------------_.......

, ..

leSday, Oct

M ,/

,y, October 7, 1998

----------------------------------------------------------------____------NllssouriNUller----------------------Page 23

T OF TRANS~ORTATION

KIEWIT-BUILDING DIVISION
IDtemc1't'DaCe: 10123198 12:00:00 AM
TItle: Field/office engineer
Loc.ation: Omaha.· throughout US
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grnd Date: 1210 1/9812:00:00 AM 1008101/99 t2:00:00AM

10121/98-12:00:00 AM
ncuTrainee
s .Stalcwide
2.•

1198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
PRS-Open
,
CIVLM
JVLB
: (or submitting resumes: October 6

Currcnl Sign Up: PRS-Open
Major:
ClVL 8

EMAN B
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9

lAL rAPER COMPANY

10111198 lZ:OO:OO AM
r,Cbcm Engr
Jluff. Arkansas

3.35

1)198 11:00:00 AM to 08101199 )2:00;00 AM
PRS-Open
lIEB
CHEM
IECHM
: fur submitting resumes: October 6

MECH8

RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuc:sday, October 20 - 6:30 p.m.
UCE

1In-

IiGGROUP
lCLl2V9S 12:00:00 AM

<ie.su.rr&/oVY
2..

1)/98 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
IPcnnOnly
p~

Soph.
c fur submitting resumes:

Jt:.
MIIi B

October 8

RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, October 21 - 7:00 pm

I

KWlKSET CORPORATION
lntuYfcw Date: 10123/98 12:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 207
TItle: Continuous Improvement Team Leader
looation: Bristow, OK
Minimwn GPA: 2.95
GOO Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 11101/98 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-Open
M.jor.
ELEC 8
EMAN B
MECRB
METB
Notes: OeadIine for submittin8 resumes: October 9 PRE-RECRlJITIdENT MEETING: Thursday, October 9 - 6:00 pm Memmec - 211 UCE
LAFARGE CORPORATION
Intervie" D.t~ ~ 101lJ198 12:00:00 AM
SchcdWe #: 209
Title: Engineer in Training
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad03te: 11101 /9812:00:ooAMtoO&lOII9912:0D:OOAM
Current'SignUp: PRS-Open
MlJor:
CER D
CERM
CHEM
CHEMB
CIVL B
CIVLM
ELECM
GEED
MECHD
MECUM
METM
Nota: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9
Ranarb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thwsday, October 9
Missouri - 213 UeE

CHEB
CREMM
ELECB
GEEM
METB

LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES
Interview Dale; 10/20198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule N: 211
TItle: Systems Engr, Project Managers
I...ocation. 51. Louis. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: OSfOll9d 12:00:00 AM 10 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM
Citi:rx::nship: USIPenn Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSFD
Major:
eMF'S B
ELEC B
Notes: Dc:adIine for submitting resumes : October S
Rerna:rh: These will be one (I) hour intcr'Views

MECUB

Edt.

MARATHON OIL COMPANY
Interview n .te: 10107198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 213
TItle: Full-Time; and SI1IT1IJ'ICr llltaru
Location: Texas; Wyoming; Okhlhoma; Louisiana
Minimum GPA:' 2.8
QradDate: 12i01198 12:00:00AMto07J01J0312:oo:ooAM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Currcnt SignUp: PR$-FCFS
J,.
Classification: Freshman
Soph.
S,.
MJljor:
GEE B
GEEM
GEE.
GEED

a..dStu.

MECRB
MECRM
MEeDP
MECRD
PETRB
PETRM
PURr
PETRD
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 15
Must have 2.8 overall and major GPA
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October s - 6:00 p.m
Missouri Room-UCE

Students interviewing take copy of official trnnsaipt to the interview

LTH • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING- BUSINESS ANALYSI

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'lt experience at Raytheon.
'
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four .major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raythean E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new 'Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.
At Raytheon, you'lt take technolo'gy-and you~ career-to the highest possible
level. You'lt take it to the Nth . We'lt be visitin.g your campus soon , Contact your
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check, out our website
at www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please sen9 your resume
to: Rctytheon Resume Processing Cenfer, P.O. Box 660246, MS-201, Daltas, TX 75266,
We have many exciting opportunities available and we would like to. talk to you.

Page 24 -------------------- 1iissQuri 1iiner --------------------------------____________________~--------------------~
METROPQ,LITAN ST. LO UIS SEWER DIST
IDtcrv:le .... D.te: 10115198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 359
Tille: Asspociate Engineer
location: Sl Louis, MO
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad DMe: 05101198 12:00:00 AM 10 12101198 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Current Sign Up: PRS-CLOSED
Maj or:
CIVL B
NOles: Dcadline for submining resumes: September 25
Remarlcs: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, October 14 - 6.00 p.m.
•
Location to be :tnnounced

NORTHRUP GRUMMAN CORPO RAT ION
Inte r view Date: 10/08198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule II. 219
Title. Software Engr; Electrical Engr.
loc:ation: Rolling Meadows, IL; Southem California
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 0510 1/98 12:00:00 AM ·to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Current Sign Up: PRS-FCFS
Mljor:
AMTH B
AMTH M
ELEC B
C!'rlfS M
PHYSB
PHYSM
Notes: Deadline for submilling resumes: September 17

MOTOROLA· CELLULAR
Interview Dale: 10112198 11:00:00 AM
Tide: Software. Engr, Systems Engr, Electrical Engr
Location: TX: AZ:. IL
Minimum OPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05101198 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1/98 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Current Si~Up' PRS-CLOSED
Major :
ELEC 8
ELEC M
NOIe3: ~ine for submitting resumes: September 22

NUCORSTEEL
Interview Dlle: 10/ 19198 11:00:00 AM
Schedule#: 183
Title: Infoonation not available
Location: Blytheville, Aric:ansas
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101/9812:00:00 AM to 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM
CUTTent SignUp. PRS-CLOSED
Major :
ELEC B
MECI-I 8
NOles: Deadline for submitting resumes: October I , 1998

MOTOROLA· CELLULAR GROUP
lotervlew Date: 10122198 12 :00:00 AM
Title: Cdlular Software: System Test
Location: Ft Wonh, TX
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad Date: 0510119812:00:00 AM to 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM
Current Sign Up: PRS-Open
Maj or:
CMPS B
Cl\lPS 1\1
No tes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9

OSAGE CONSTRUCTORS
ln lerview Date: 10115198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule II: '350
Title: Civil Engineer
Loc.nion: Missouri
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 0510·1198 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM
Current Sign Up: PRS-CLOSED
Maj or :
el VL B
c rVL M
No tes: Dcadline for submining f'CSumes: September 25
Remarks: PRE~REC RUlTMENT MEETING: Wednesday, September 30·7:00 p.rn.
2 12 McNulIHail

MOTOROLA· SEMlCONDUClUR PRODUCTS
t aler vle .... Date: 10119198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 215
Title: Information available in 30 1 Norwood Hall
Location: Austi n, TX
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
CWTCnt Sign Up: PRS-CLOSED
Maj or:
CMPS B
CMPS M
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B
MECH M
PHYSB
P HYSM
NOles: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 1
Remarks: PRB-RECRUITt.tENT MEETING: S unday, October 18·7:00 p.m.
Missouri Room - UCE
·NOKIA TELECOMMUN ICATIONS [NC.
lnlUvlew n ate;: 10122198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule tl: 217
Title: Software Design Engr, Software Verilicalion Engr. RF Engineer
Locari..-.n: DaJlas,TX
Minirrnun GPA· 20
.
GnId Date: 05101198 1 1: ~00 AM to 12101/98 12:00:00 AM
CWTent Sign Up: PRS-Opcn
Major.
CMPS B
C!'rlPS M
ELECM
Notes: Deadline for submitting rcsumc:s: October 12

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPAN Y
Inlen-Iew Dale: IM 0198 11:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 190
Tille: Chemical Engineer
Location: Southwest U.S.
Minimum GPA: 2.95
GrndDate: 1210 1198 12:00:00AM 100BlO II99 12:oo:ooAM
Citizenship: USfPenn Only
Current Sign Up: P~S-CLOSED
Major :
CHEB
NOles: Deadline for submitting resumes· October 5
Remaoo: Students interviewing should liIke 3 copy of their transcript to the in

CMPSB
EL EeM

PROCTER &. GAMBLE COMPANY
Interview Date: W120/98 12:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 224
Title: M:tnllfucturing Management; Full-Time and Swnmer Interns
Location: Cape Girardeau, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00AM to 07/01/02 12:00:00AM
Citizenship: USIPenn Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Classification : Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
Maj or :
CHE B
ELEC B
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 29
Remarks: PR.E.REC RUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, September 23 _ 6:30
2 16 McNun Han

MET D

RA'VTHEOl'i SYST EMS COMPANY
Inluview n ale: 10113198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 215
Title: Various Engineering
Location: Texas and Colorado
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 17101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
AERO B
AERO M
Maj or :
,
AMTH M
CMPS B
[LEC 3 '
ELEC M
MEeH M
PHYS B .
Notes: Deadline for submining resumes: September 23
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Rcmarb: PR.E.RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. October 12 • 6:00 p.rn.
Carver Tumer Room (The GaUery) - UCE

rGSTENSOR
Interview Date: 1011 6/98 12 :00:00 -AM
Schedule II: 223
Title: Processing Geophysicist; Land fi eld Process Geoph; Onboard Proc.cssing Geoph
Location: Houston, TX
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05101/98 12:00:00 AM to 0810 1199 12:00:00 AM
Currenl Sign Up: PRS-CLOSED
Major :
AMTRB

SAP AMERICAN INC.
lntUview nafe: 1011 2198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 219
TItle: Technical Consul tant
Loc:ation ~ SL Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 A M to 0'8101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenshi p: USlPenn Only
Curren t SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Major.
CMPS B
ELEe B
Notes: De3d.line for submitting resumes: september 22
.
Remarks: PRE-RECRtnTMENT MEETING: Sunday, October 11 _ 7:00 p.rn.
Meramcc Room· UCE

AMTHM
ELEC B
EL EC M

GEE D

E LEC B

GE E M
GEO L B
GEO LM
PHYS B
PHYS M
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 28
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 15·6:00 p.rn.
20 l Norwood Hall

. DON'T MISS OPENING NIGHT!

Friday night, October 9 at 7:15 pm

Titanic: Are We Next?
Is the Secret of Our Fate Hidden in the Movie
the Whole World Has Seen?
.

*******

Second Night, Saturday, October 10'at 7:15 pm
Star Wars: When the Empire Strikes Back.
The struggle between darkness and light.

Third Night, Sunday, October ll.at 7:15 pm
Why Did Past'Civilizatio;ns Fall?

SBC COMMUNICATIONS INC
I nter view Dale: 10112198 12:00:00 AM
Schc;,dule #: 230
Title: Full-Time and Summer positions a'lilil
location: Various
Mini mum GPA: 2.95
Gtad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101
12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
_Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
S r.
Chissification: Jr.
M aj or:
CMPS 8
E LEC B .
EMAN B
MECRB
M GJ'S B

CioibyIliYUon!

12:00:00AM

SHELL On. COMPANY
interview Dale: 10107198 12: 00:00 AM

~c~~;f~~ available in 30 1 Norwood ~

&eId, 1.10

BB

I...ocat:ion: lnfomiation available in 30 1 N
Minimum GPA: 3.0
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08/01
12:00:00 AM
C itizenship: U$lPenn Only
C UtTent SignUp: Manual
Major:
CUE B
C UE M
~..-- CIVLB

CIVLM
ELEC M
MECHB
MEcU M
NOles: OPEN SIGN·UP DAm Immediately
Remarb: Completed Company Application
script should be taken to the interview. Appli
available in 301 Nory.'ood HaJI.

A strategy for surviving the coming collapse -how to save every relationship that matters!

Continuing Nightly except Mondays & Thursdays

FREE Admission • FREE Study Materials ·
Children's Program • Designed for Busy People

ADVENTIST CHURCH AUDITORIUM
810 Hwy. 0
Rolla, MO

"
w4-•
6!
~

....

/ ,

l

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME

proceSSing mail
national company!
supplies, postage! No
Ing! Bonusesl Start I
dlatelyl Genuine opp
nlty!
Please rush Long S
Addressed Stamped E
lope to
MPC, SUITE 391 ;
2045 Mt..Zlon Rd ,
MORROW, GA 30260

-Stoplight

....................~......~j

,~__- -____- - - - - -____- - - - - - - - - -______
m ______________m__=-R~
R p-n----~--------

B..II.rior

dnesday. October 7. 1998

ines<iay• 0ct

------------------------------------------------___________________________ Nlissouri

nJW&STERN PUBLIC SERVICE COMJ'ANY
. . Date: 10111198 12:00:00 AM
luk: 1: 237
Distribution Design SngT. Full·Time &. Summer Intern
ior.. Amarillo. TX; Lubbock, TX; Roswell , NM

THE SUMMIT GROUP

\U11GPA : 2.3
[)alC:

0510 1/98 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1102 12:00:00 A M

:oship: USIPenn Only
SIt SignUp:

PRS-CLOSED
ificarlon: Soph.
ELEe R

Jr.

Gr4d Slu.

Sr.

ELEe M

,: Deadline for submitting resumes: October S
•
uts: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 20 - 6:00 p.m.
.,crwood Hall

!NT

mew Dak:

Inlcrvtcw Dale: 101 13198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule t( 240
Title: Consultnnl
Location: Various
Minimum GPA: 2,75
Grnd Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 0810 1199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
CR E B
C IVL B
CMPS B
Malo.-:
ELEC B
GEE 8
MECH B
M GT S B
MIN B
Notes: I:>e3dIine for submining l'C5umes: September 23
Information on posilion available in 301 Norwood HaJ l
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEfITlNG: Monday, October 12 - 7:00 p.rn.
Silver & Gold Room - UeE

10JllI98 11:00 :00 AM

duIe ' : 238
Nccwork Engineer
bOO: Kansas City, MO Metro Area - Informatioo availilble in 301 Norwood Hall
tnDn GPA: 2.95
.
DIle: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101102 12:00:00 AM
eol SignUp: PRS-Open
.i6c:.bon: Jr.
Sr.
1M":
ELEC B
:eM
:s: Deadline for submitting resumes; October 8
IIrb: PRE-RECRUITMENT M't:ETING: Wednesday, October 21 - 6:00 pm
ery (Carvcr-TIDl\eI' Room) - UCE

.R ENTERPRISE
niew Ibk: 10001198 11:00:00 AM
:duJe ': 239
t Process Engr, Plant Engr. Environmental Engr
lIDo&: Convent, L\
inun GPA: 2.65
d 0Kc: 05101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101 199 12:00:00 AM
""""" USIPmn Only

"'" SipUJX PRS-CLOSEO
I.:
CUE B
ELECM

cm; M
MEeHB
a : Deadline for submitting rcsumc:s: September J2

El..ECBI
MECHM

Ill( CORPORATION

inkw Baa: 1011&91 11:00:00 AM
edWc l: 91
c: AppIicaboos ~ Tech Support Analyst; Assoc Developmenl Engr
=-ion: SLLouis.,MO
lirrun GPA.: 2.0
\d 0-: 05101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101101 12:00:00 AM
Tent SianUp: PRS-Cl...OSED
Sli6cation.: Jr.
Sr.
Grad Stu.
1«:
CMPS B
CMPS M
ELEC B
ELEe M
MGTS B
. MGTS M
t:es: Deadline (01" submitting rc:sumc:s: Septc:mber 28
n.ts: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thunday, OcIOber 15 - 6:00 p.m.
rarnecRoom - UCE
(E STANLEY

GROUP
G'YIew Dak: 10l0&I98 11:00:00 AM
leduJe l: 254 .
Ie: Trmsporwioo Ene; Mech Eng; SttucturaI Eng; Elce Eng: WakrlWatewam Eng
~: Muscatine.lA
nONS L'iC
,VJI ll~ AM ainun GPA: 2.55
IdDllC: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to08lO1199 12:00:00 AM
tiunship: US/Pcm Only
II1"Cftt Si",Up: PRS-FCFS
Ijor:
CIVL B
CIVL r-t:
ELEe B
ELEC M
MECH B
MECR M
.us: Deadline fOl" submitting resumes: Scptc:mber 17
marb: lnfonTlZtioo 00 positions available in 301 NOfWood Hall

THE TlMKEN COMP ANY
Interne", Date: 10/12/98 12:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 243
Tille: Sled Bus iness Assoc. Progrnmmer/Annlyst-Full Time; Summer Intern
Location: Canton, OH
Minimum GPA: 2.75
GOO Date: OSAJ I198 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 t2:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Classilieation: Soph_
Jr.
GOO Slu.
lliJor:
AMTH 8
AMYU M
CMPSB
,
CMPS M
ELEe B
ELEe M
MECR B
MEC UM
METB
METM
MGTSB
MGTSM
Noles: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22
•
Rem.arb: PRE-RECRUITMeNT MEETrNG: Sunday, OclOber II - 7:00 p.m.
Silver &: Gold Room - Ue E
Information on position available in 301 Norwood HaJl

TRlNnY CONSULTANTS, INC.
Inlerview Dale: 1011&'91 U:OO:OO AM
Scbedule II: 95
Title: ProjectConsullaJll
l...oeation: Nationwide
Mitlimum GPA: 3.35
GOO Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 OSlO 1199 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
lliJor:
CRES
CUE M
CIVL B
CIVLM
ENPLB
ENPLM
MECRB
MECHM
Nples: Deadline for submitting resumc:s: September 28
Information 00 position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Rem.arb: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday. October IS - 7:00 p.rn.
Missouri Room -UCE
Students interviewing should complete a company PenonaJ Ihta (onn; forms available in 301
Norwood HaJl
UNION PACIFIC RAlLROAD-OPERATIONS
latervlew Date: 10/08I9I 11:00:00 AM
Schedule tI : 244
.
Title: Various
l...ocatioo: Omaha, NE
Minimum GPA: 2.95
GOO Dale: 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM 10 08/0 1199 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-FCFS
..
Major:
CIVL B
ELEC B
MECD B
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 18
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tues<by. Octobc:t- 6 - 6:30 p.rn.
Mark Twain Room - uee

~ine r-----------------------P age25

UN ION PACIFIC RAlLROAD-OPE RATl ONS
Inruvlew Date: 10/16198 J2: :00:00 AM
Schedule #: 247
Title: Telecom Positions
l....ocation: Various
Minim um GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 1210 1/9812:00:00 AM 10 0S/0 1/99 12'()():OO AM
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
M.j or :
eMPS B
MGTS 8
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: September 28
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITING MEETING: Thursday. October I S - 6:30 p.m.
212 and 216 McNutt Hall

UNION PACIFIC TECHNOLOGIES
Interview Date : 10116198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule II: 384
Tille: Associate Applications Developer
Location: St. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA; 2.95
Grad D3te: 12101198 12:00:00AMto08J0 1199 12:00:00 AM
Current SignUp: PRS-Cl.OSED
CMPS B
MGTS B
Major:
Notes: Deadline for submittin8 resumc:s: September 28
Information on position available in 30 1 Norwood HaJl
Remarks: PRE-RECRUlTMEl'IT MEETlNG: Thursday, October 15 - 6:30 p.m.
212 and 216 McNutt HaJl
UNITED MCGILL CORPORATIO N
Internew nale: 10113198 12:00:00 AM
Schedule tI: 248
Title: Sales Engineers
Location: Various Nationwide
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Dale: OSlO If98 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPc:rm Only
Current SignUp: PRS-CLOSED
Major.
CIVL B
MEeD B
Noles: Deadline for submitting resu.nies: September 23
Ranarlc:s: Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
WORLDCOM
lDleniew Date: 1010II98 12:00:00 AM
Schedule #: 357
Title: Engr Development Program; Planning Anal)'Sl
Lqca!.ioo: 'Th.1sa,. OK; Dallas, nc. O icago, IL; NationwideMinimum GPA: 2.95
Gad031e: 1'1iO ll98 12:00:00 AM to 08/0 1199 12:00:00 AM
Citiz:cnship: USlPc:rm Only
Current SignUp: PRS-FCFS
Major:
AMTH B
ELtC B
EMAN B
MECHB
Notes: Dead1ine for submitting resumes: $ep(c:mber 17
Information on position availabte in 301 Norwood Hall
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. Octobs 7 - 7:00 p.rn.
216 McNutt Hall
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CO-Op

...... =

\>y

1!J1111O:OOAM

dvancod Cln:uruy Div-Lilt"" Sys.
9r'29J9B,l2:00:00AM
pt'ngl1eld, Me

Amsted Industries

-,

HEB
IECHB
;MPS B Junior

.65

Jgn-ups released:. 9IW98
:cHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 9/23198
ITI.E - ENGINEERING ASSISTANT
(8bpage address - ittonaoope.com
,TART 1ST co-op WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999 AND SUMMER 1999
Vi" reschedule to October - watch lor details
>porlan Valve
M)1/98 12:00:00 AM

Yashington. t..iO
~ECH B

:MAN B Sophomore

!unior
>enior
!.45
"formation meeting: 9129 Ue E 211 M e~m ec Room 5:30
:kop appncan ts expected to attend

:.EK"L.

3ussmann
10l02I98 12:00:00 AM
3t. Louis, MQ

· 2.0

:LEC B
~ECH
B $op!10m0re

Sign·ups released: 918198
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 9/2 1198
START 1ST CO-OP WO RK SESSION JANUARY 1999

COM :~~'"
.

ng mal

Sign-ups released: 911198 Schedule closed lor sign-ups 912 1/98
START 1ST co-op WORK SESSION January 99, May/June 1999, August 1999

:ompany ~~oo:oo AM

JOSIagel Nj Na_b, '''no;,

;esI Startl ~Ws~

mulne Op

~~Of

Sign-ups _ _ 9IBI98

sh Long ~~~i ~:~~~ ~~~,'ii,.S :;~: 1999 -"ugusl l999
Stamped ~ Coiporation

=,'L

1 _ 12:00:00 ,~

SUITE 39
Wt, Zlon

~
I~4=B~
_

...

~

MECHB
CHE B

A BB Power T&D Co.
10l08I98 12:00:00 AM
Jefferson City, Mo
CHE B
ELECB
EMANB
MEC H B Junior
Senior
2.95
Sign-ups released: 918198
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS 9/25198
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999
Emerson Electric

10108t98 12:00:00 AM
Wor1< Location: Paragould Arnnsas
MECH B Junior
Sen...
2.0
changed Interview date from Wed 9130 to Thurs Oct 8
Sign-ups re1eued: _

-

2.75Usn>.rm0nly
'-~: 1014/98 UCE 213 Mi.....ri room 8:30pm

~~~=~=~~Y-rs:'

Rsher Controls
10l06I98 12:00:00 AM
Marshalltown, Iowa
CHE B
ELEC B
MECHB
MGTS BJunior
2.45 US On ~
Inform alion meeling: 1014138 6:30pm - UCE Mar1< Twai n Room
Sign·ups released: 918198
SCHEDULE CLOSED FO R SIGN-UPS 912 1/98
STA RT 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUA RY 1999
www.froo.com/Fisher
Dana- Perfect Circle Sealed power
10107/98 12:00:00 AM
St. Louis, MO
EMAN B
MECH B Sophomore
Junior

iign-ups released: 913198 Sign-ups closed 10114198
;tart 1st co-op worit session January 1999

I000

10l06I98 12:00:00 AM
EMAN B
MECH B Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Sedalia, Missouri and/or Chicago. l L
Sign-ups released; 918198 Sign-ups closed 9121198
start 1st co-op wor1< session January 1999

9/21/98

SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 9/21/98 BAM

WOf'k location: PatIIgouid. Arkan .... Office & Manufacturing
Environment - work In final auembly area
. tart lilt co-op worit....ron January 1999

Dow Coming Corporation
1011419812:00:00 AM
MIdlan d. Michigan and Carrollton. Kentucky
ELEC B Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
2.75 USlPerm Only
Sign-ups released 9128198
Schedule closed lor sign-ups 1017193
START 1ST co-OP WORK SESSION August 1999
Aluminum Co. 01 America
10/15198 12:00:00 AM
Davenport. Iowa
ELEC B Sophomore
Junior
Senior

2.35
Information meeting 9124/98 6:30pm 104 ME Bldg
Sign-ups relea sed: 918198 Schedule closed for sign-ups 1012t98
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESS ION J UNE 1998. ~UGUST 1998, OR JANUARY 1998
General Electric Company
10/15198 12:00:00 AM
Louisville, J<Y; Bloomington. IN; an Decatur, AL
ELEC B
EMANB
MECH B,Sophomore
Junior
.
Senior

2.95
Sign-ups released: 9/1198 Schedule closed lor sign'ups 1CV2198 BAM
GE MOTORS &. INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS - 45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
CANDIDATES FOR THE CO-OP ASSIGNMENTS WORK IN THE AREAS OF DE SIGN.
ANALYSIS. MAN UFACTURI NG J\N D SOURCING OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
MINIMUM 3 WORK ASSIGNMENTS (PICK UP JOB DESCRIPTIONS, 3030 NOR·
WOOD)
Union Pacific Rallroad. Info. Tech.
1011&98 12:00:00 AM
Omaha. Nebraska
CMPS B
ELEC B
MGTS B Junior
Senior

2.95
Information mooting 10115198 6:30pm ·McNutt Room 212&.216
Sign-ups rel eased: 9/8198
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10/2198
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEPT
STAAT 1 ST co-op WORK SESSION SUMMER 1999
www.uprr.com
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Page2~-------------------~ouri~iner-----------------------------------------------------------------------Ilona_Axle
1(Yl!W812:00:00AM

HoIliater Incorporated
1<Y261ge 12:00:00 AM

CPi Cotporation

Columbia. MO

Klrbville. MO

St. louis,

ELECB

MECHB
EMAN B Sophomo<e
2.7 USlPerm Only

CMPSB
ELECB
MaTS 8 Freshman

MECH B Scphamono
J.....
SenIor

10/28198 12:00:00 AM

Junlo<

.
Schedule cIOMd lor sign.ups lCl12m6
Start lat OI>OP work I8$Sk)n January 1999
PREFER STUDENTS WHO Will BE AVAILABLE FOR A SECOND CO-OP WORK
SESSION

Son-ups rolealed: 911198

2.55
Sitln-UPO _ _ So'1/98 ~ cIO$8d "" oign-l4>S lC>2198

Dow Chomlcal Ccmpony
1~!W812:00:00AM

TIC; LA; MJ; Ott,
CHEB
ELEC B Scphamono

Juniof
2:7 US Only
$91-ups re_Md: 9/1198 Schedule closed

'Of .;gn-l4»

9114198

G""",_S1eoI
10/1!l1ge ·1 2:00:00 AM
Owensboro. KY
CHEB
MECHB
MET B JlJ"Ilor
2:0
Sign-ups releued: 911198 Signups closed 10114198
,City Utiitl..
10/23198 12:00:00 AM
Springfield. MO
ELECB
ClVLB
MECH B Sophomole

JunIo<

Sen""

2 .95
Sign·ups released: 911198 Schedule clos&d tor sign-ups 101!W8
start 1st co-op Wort< ~on · January 1999
Emerson Electric App8ance Mtr Co.
lCV23198 12:00:00 AM
St. louis, Mo
.ELEC B
MECH B Sophomore
Junior

Senior
2.75

.

Information meeting 10122 6pm. 201 Norwood Hall
Sign-ups released: 9/M~8 Signups closed 1Q12198
stao11st co-op work session January 1999 or August 1999
Kwikset Corporation
10/23198 12:00:00 AM
BristOW', Oklahoma
ELEC B
ELECM
EMAN B
EMAN M
MECHB
MECH M
METB
MET M Sophomore
Junior
Sank><
Grad Stu.
2:75 USlPerm Only
Pre-recrultment meeting 10122198 &pm, UCE Maramec room
$lgn-ups released: 91&98 SIgn-ups closed 101141ge
start 1st c:o-<>p walk session January 99
Sofutia-Carondelet Plant
1C1123.98 12:00:00 AM
StloUis, Mo
CHEB
MECH B Sophomon>
Junior

'3.15
Sign·ups released: 918198
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS 10/5198
STAAT 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999

Jefferson $muffrt
10/28/98 12:00:00 AM
Alton, ll
ELECB
MECH B Sophomore
Junior
SeNor
2.45 US/Perm Only
Information meeting : 9/24/98 7pm UCE 211 Maramec Room
Sign-l4>S ~Iea,"", : 911/98
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS So'14198
start 15t co-op work session JANUARY 1999
eancel this Friday, 9-25 - will reschedule later
Temalum DrvlKalser Aluminum
10/28198 12:00:00 AM
Jack5on. TN
METB
,ELEC B
MECH B Sophomore
• Junior
Senior
2 .45 USIPerm On~
SIgn-ups released: 9114/98 Sphedule closed for slgn·ups 10114/98
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUA~Y 1999 and or May/June 1999
MagneTek Advanced Development Ctr.
10/27/98 12:00:00 AM
st. louis, Mo
ELECB
MECHB
AMTH B
CMPSB
MGTS B Junior
Senior
2.45
Sign-ups released: 911198 Schedule dosed for sign·ups 1012198
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999
Parker Haonifin
10/27/98 12000:00 AM
Kennett, MO
ElEC B
MECH B Junior
Slgn·ups released: 9/1198 Sign·ups closed 1012198
Adtran, Inc.
10/28198 12:00:00 AM
HI,lntsville, Alabama
ElEC B
ElEC M
CMPE B
CMPE M F.rashman
Sophomo~

Junior
Senior
GradSlu.
2.95 USIPenn On~
Information meeting: Oct 27, 7pm -201 Norwood Hall
SIgn- ups raleased: 911198 Schedule closed for sign-ups 10114198
start 1st ,co-op wort< $Ossion May/June 1999, August 1999, January 2000
Bakaert Dyenoburg Steel Cord Co.
10/28198 12:00:00 AM
Dyersburg, Tennessee
CHEB
ElEC B
EMAN B
MECH B
MET 8 Sophomore
Junior
2.45
Sign-ups released 9/22198
Schedule closed for sign·ups 10114198
start 1st co-op wor1< session January 1999
Company pays lor housing

Me)

~

Junlo<
2:95

SIgn-ups rektaaed: QI8I98
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10/141ge SAM
STAAT 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999

_
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----Financial Aid---tYSLER ANNOUNCES
NEW
,OLARSHIP PROGRAM
an eye toward assisting outstanding
ge bound students, Chrysler Corporarecently awarded 1,000 grants to 40
,ients through its new Junior Golf
Ilarship Program. Even though the
,nty of the winners play golf, all selec: were mad~ based upon their academnd extracurricular effort. For more
mation on this exciting program call
0-856-{)764.

CARAT SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
To receive current infonnation packets and
applications for The Carat Scholarship,

please have interested students send a
stamped self addressed envelope to: Carat
Scholarship Foundation, Attn: Carol
McAuliffe-Director, 5 Magnolia Parkway"
Hawthorn Woods, IL 60041. The sched·
ule for the Carat Scholarship Foundation

Awards is as follow:

Academic semester

Spring 1999,·Applications Postmarked by:
November 1, 1998, Awards Distributed by:
December 15, .1998. Carat Scholarship'
Foundations is funded by the contributions
of civic minded individuals, businesses and

a course of study leading to a degree in theology or divini~. Has not received Educational Assislllnce under the MONGEAP
which exceeds or will exceed financial
assislllnce for more than a total of ten (10)
semesters or their equivalent. Application
deadlines: Spring Semester: taking applications from September 1, 1998 - Decem·
ber 1998, Summer Semester taking applications from January I - April 30. Apphca·,
tions available in the .Student Financial
Assistance Office, G- I Parker HaiJ.

'ARTMENT OF THE ARMY U.s.
HISPANIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The Hispanic Scholarship Fund (formerly
"Y HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
the National Hispanic Scholarship Fund)
'PORT AGENCY
the Army pay your way through Medvarious fund raisers. The Foundation offers
was founded in 1975 to help Hispanic
[)enllli Optometry School, or a Doc$500 -$1000 scholarships semiannually to
American college students complete their
graduate and undergraduate students who
I level degree in CJjnicallResearch Psyeducation. The scholarships are available
are United Sllltes citizens. The scholarships
ogy. Scholarship includes: full educaon a competitive basis for Community Colal fees, required books, lab fees,
are awarded on the basis of career goals,
lege, Four Year College and Graduate stu, lired equipment renllll, $865.00 month- . financial need and academic record.
. dents of Hispanic background. The average-award amount is $1,000.
tipend.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
~ MORE INFORMATION ON ARMY
AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
Must be at least half Hispanic U.S. CitiHOLARSHlP
OPPORTUNITIES
MEDICAL STUDENTS
NTACT: CAPTAIN DINO L. MURELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
zens or Permanent Residents Already
J( OR MRS. SHARON MACKENZIE
Applicants must be U.S. citizens, of good
completed at least 15 semester credits of
undergraduate work with a minimum 2.5
moral character, physically.qualified for an
1-800-829-0924.
GPA Enrolling full time for the 1998-99
Air Force conunission, currently enrolled
academic year (at least 12 semester credits
or accepted for the next enrolling class of
~S' CHANCE INC. OF MISSOURI
for undergraduates, 6 semester ~redits for
at is Kids' Chance? It is a nonprofit
an accredited allopathic or osteopathic
school within the United or Puerto Rico,
poration developed by interested
graduates)
Applications available in the Student
and not contractually obligated to serve a
bloyers. attorneys, laborers, insurers.
Financial Assistance Office, G-l Parker
slllte or other party upon graduation.
'd party administrators, government
Interested persons should contacHheir Air
Hall or by Mailing a self-addressed,
lcials, health care representatives and
stamped, business size (# I 0) envelope to:
abilitation providers. The purpose of Medical Recruiter for more information
Hispanic Scholarship Fund, One Sansome
Is' Chance is to provide educational
andlor and interview and application. (573Street, Suite 1000, San Francisco, CA
olarships to financially assist the·educa446-6750)
1 of children of workers who have. been
94104 or by web site aner August 31st
www.hsf.net
ROTARY CLUB OF FLORISSANT
iously injured or killed in Missouri
Applications taken from August 3 to Octork related injuries.
LOAN PROGRAM
ber 15, 1998.
lich Children are Eligible for the ScholThe Florissant Rotary Club wishes to
inform students of a loan program which is
hip? To be eligible for the scholarship
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING,
available for eligible students through the
: child's parent 1T1ust have sustained a
REFRIGERATING AND AIR-CONDIious injury or fatality in a Missouri
Flo-Ro Trust. This program is part oa an
ENGINEERS,
INC.
,rk related a""ident covered by workers overall effort by the FIOI;issant Rotary Club TIONING
npensatilin. The parent's injury or death
to assist in the education of qualified stuGRANT-IN-AID PROGRAM FOR
GRADUATE STUDENTS.
dents within the Florissant Rolllry's service
1St be compensable under Missouri
area. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: A can>rkers' Compensation Law, Chapter 287
Applicants should be involved in the heatdidate must reside in the Florissant Rolllry
,Mo. The child must be between the ages
ing, ventilation, air conditioning or refrig\6 and 25.
.
eration (HVAc&R) fields or in related
Club service area. (North St. Louis County,
areas.
These areas many include
hen do you apply? Applications are
north of Highway 270) A candidate must
have completed a minimum of 60 semester
indoor air quality, energy conservation,
:opted at any time. KIDS' CHANCE
hours at an accredited college or universihuman comfort or HVAC system design,
holarships are awarded on. basis of need
ty. A candidate must complete the Flo-Ro
'Oughout the year as funds are available.
operation or maintenance. Applications
Trust Loan application and provide all
available in the Student Financial Assis10 deadlin for accepting applications for
tance Office, G-l Parker Hall or by
required materials. A candidate must be
one year scholarship (fall and spring
enrolled for a minimum of 12 semester
ASHRAE Home Page (www.ashrae.org).
mestcrs) is May 15th. The deadline for
credit hours during the semester of the loan
Click on "Student Activities and Scholarcepting applications for . the spring
.
ships"
and then on "ASHRAE Research
bachelor's
de"gree,
.or
10
period
for
a
mester·only is OctoJ>er 30th.
"",1999
semester credit hours for a graduate
Grants for Graduate Students."
!'Plications available in the Student
Application must be received at ASHRAE
nancial Assislllnce Office, G-l Parker
degree. Interested students contact: Mr.
Ronald Schmidt, 801 St. Francois Street,
Headquarters by December 15 to be conIII, Rolla, MO 65409-0250 or by calling
sidered.
Florissant, MO 63031 or call (314) 921800-484-5733 - code 5437 (KIDS).
5100.
NATIONAL SECURITY EDUCATION
lIE JOHN GYLES rnUCATION FUND
PROGRAM FOR STUDY ABROAD
,. John Gyles Education Fund is a priSTATE SPONSORED MISSOURI
As an undergraduate student, you are eligittc, benevolent endeavor established
NATIONAL GUARD EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
.
ble to apply for an NSEP scholarship if you
ght years ago with the help of a Canadimeet the following conditions:
Any- member of the Missouri National
"American benefactor. Each year finanELIGIBILITY:
Guard who is serving in the Missouri
al assislllnce is available to full-time stu· U.S. citizenship at the time of application.
National' Guard satisfactorily, and who
:nts in both Canada and the United States.
· Matriculated as a freshmen, sophmore,
JII Canadian or American citizenship is a possesses the qualifications set forth in
junior, or senior in a U.S. post-secondary
application may be awarded educational
<juiremenl Awards are available to both
instihltion, including universities, col1eges
assistance to an approved public institution
I3le and female students for all areas of
and community colleges accredited by an
,~ secondary study. A minimum GPA of
or an approved private institution, as those
accrediting body recognized by the U.S.
17 is required. Criteria other than strictly
terms are defined in RSMO Section
Department of Education.
:ademic ability and financial need are
173.205, ofhislher choice while he/she is a
ApplYing to engage in a study abroad
member of the Missouri National Guard.
nnsidered in the selection process. Selectexperience that meets home institution
ELIGIBILITY CRlTERlA:,ls a member of
d students will receive up to $3,000. Filslllndards.
Ig dates for mailing applications in 1998
the Missouri National Guard Is certified
· Planning to use the scholarship for study
re April 1st, June 1st, and November 15th.
by the Unit commander that the soldier/airabroad. NSEP undergraduate scholarships
man is participating satisfactorily in
o receive an application please send qnly
stamped ••• (US 32 cent), selfare not for study in the U.S.
required training of the Missouri National
· Your study abroad program ends before
Guard Has not previously received a bachddressed, slllndard letter size (No. 10)
elor's degree from an accredited post secyou graduate.
-nvelope to the following address:
Application available in the Student Finan[he John Gyles Education Fund, Attenondary institution. Has achieved and
cial Assistance office, 0-1 Pa
maintains a cumulative grade point averion: R. James Couglc, Administrator, P. O.
rker HalJ.
age (GPA) of at least a 2.5, grade point on
30x 4808,712 Riverside Drive, FredericDeadline must be to NSEP by: FEBRU:on, New Brunswick, Canada E3B 5G4.
a 4.0 scale, or the equivalent on other scale
ARY 8,1999
approved by the program adlT)inistrator,
i\MERICORPS rnUCATION AWARDS
while in a secondary school. Is enrolled.. or
SOCIETY OF FIRE PROTECTION
The AmeriCorps Education Awards Pro- has been accepted for enrollment, as a full
ENGINEERS GREATER ST. LOUIS
gram offers members the slllndard Ameri- or part-time undergraduate student in an
CHAPTER (3 SI,500.00 Scb·o larships
approved private or.public institution . Has
Corps education stipend of over $4,700 for
never been convicted in any court of an
awarded)
one year of community service, but unlike
The Greater St. Louis Chapter of the Socioffense which involved the use of force ;
•
AmeriCorps USA, it does not provide a
ety of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE) is
living
allowance
or
other
benefits.
For
or
seizure
of
property
under
the
disruption,
tiOO
I
happy to announce its Fifth Annual Engicontrol of an instihltion of higher educaAsSOC •
information on this program contact the
neering Scholarship Program. Our intent is
tion to prevent officials or stud~nts in such
Student Financial Assistance Office, G-I
to promote the study of all engineering disParker Hall.
instihltions from engaging in their duties or
ciplines to help develop individuals with
pursuing their studies. Has not enrolled or
the knowledge and ability to meet the
who intends to use the award to enroll, in

1717

future technical needs of our country and
the -world.
BASIC CRITERIA:
Native St. Louisian, or be interested in
working in St. Louis after graduation. Fulltime student with minimum 60 credit hours
in an engineering curriculum at a BS or MS .
level Financial need, 'past academic
achievements, community involvement,
and interest in Fire Protection Engineering
will be considered in the scholarship selection process.
The goal of this scholarship fund is to pro vide educational assistance to students who
are seeking a degree in engineering and
show an interest in the Fire Protection
field. In addition, to promote the fire protection industry by encouraging students
who are inclined to become a Registered
Professional Engineer and practice in the
St. Louis area.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Assistance Office, 0-1 Parker
HalJ.Applications deadline: February 26,
1999.
______________ ______ s
~

CONCRETE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION of ACI
INTERNATIONAL 1999-2000
$3,000 (U.S.) awards are now available
through the }(CI International Concrete
Research and Education Foundation (ConREF) for graduate study in the field of concrete for the 1999-2600 academic year.
The awards include the Katharine and
Bryant Mather Fellowship, ACI - w.R.
Grace Fellowship, V. Mohan Malhotra Fellowship, Stewart C. Watson Fellowship
and ACI Fellowship
REQUIREMENTS
Must have possession of a bachelor degree
from an accredited program by the summer
of 1999. At the time of acceptance of the
fellowship (but not necessarily at the time
of application) the applicant must have
been accepted for graduate study. This
graduate study must be in an engineering.
architectural, or materials science program
at an accredited college or university in the
USA or Canada which offers agraduate .
program in concrete design, materials, or
construction, with the exception of the V.
Mohan Malhotra Fellowship which is
available only to an applicant majoring in
concrete materials science research and the
Stewart C. W~tson Fellowship which is
avail~ble to an applicant with a special
interest in joinl$ and bearings for concrete
structures. Must be full-time first or second
year graduate student during the entire fel- .
lowship year. Must be proficient in the
English language (or French as required in
Province of Quebec or Spanish in Puerto
Rico).
Applications available in the Student
Financial Assislllnce Office, G-l Parker
HalJ.Application·must be received by: January 11, 1999.
PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION SCHOLARSHIPS
(IWO SI,OOO AWARDS)
REQUIREMENTS: These awards are
open to any undergraduate student in the
United States or Canada. .The student shall
have achieved senior status in a four-year
or longer undergraduat!!.. program in engineering. construction, or technology during
the year for which the awards are presented. The awards will be made on the basis
of demonstrated interest and ability to
work in the field of concrete construction.
The srudent must have a course load of 6 or
more credit hours each semester during the
period for which the award is made. The
student must be a senior during the year for
which the award is made (not necessarily
atthe time of application). Transcript, recommendations, and an essay must be submitted as out lined on the application fonn.
Application forms may be oblllined from:
ACI Con REF, P. O. Box 9094, Farmington
Hills, Ml 48333. NOT AVAILABLE IN
THE Student Finanical Aid Office. January
11,1999.
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
MISSOURI MINORITY TEACHING
SCHOLARSHIP
REQUIREMENTS:
Be a Missouri resident Be African American, Asian American, Hispanic American,

or Native American Be B: high school' senior, college student, or rehlming adult
(without a degree) who ranks in the top 25
percent of their hi gh school class and
scores at or above the 75th percentile on
the ACT or SAT examination. OR, individuals who have completed 30 college hours
and have a cumulative G.P.A. of 3.0 OR,
individuals with a baccalaureate degree
who are returning to an approved math or
science teacher education program. Application available in the Student Financial
Assistance Office, G- I Parker HalJ.Submit
a complete application packet by: February 16, 1999.
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY &;
SECONDARY EDUCATION MISSOURI TEACHER EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP
REQUIREMENTS:
.
.
Be a Missouri resident Be a high school
senior, freshmen or sophomore at a com-munity or four year col1ege or university in
Missouri (with not more than 60 college
credit hours). Rank in the top 15% of their
high school class or score in the top 15
national percentile on an ACT or SAT
examination. Submit a completed application packet by: February 16, 1999. Application packets available in the Student
Financial Assistance Office, 0-1 Parker
HalJ.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
The National Science Foundation (NSF)
will award 1,000 new Graduate research
Fellowships to support graduate study in
science, mathematics, and engineerin&
REQUIREMENTS:
Applicants must be United States citizens
or national, or permanent resident aliens ofthe United Sllltes. Those eligible to apply
in fall 1998 are college seniors, first year
graduate students, and other who have
completed a limited amount of graduate
srudy in science, mathematics, or engineering. Fields supported: Fellowships are
awarded for study and research leading to
master's or doctoral degrees in the mathematical, physical, biological, engineering,
and behavioral and social sciences, including the history of science and the philC?SOphy of science, and for research based PhD
degrees in science education. Women in
engin~ng and Computer and Information Science: Additionai Awards will be
offered to encourage women to und.,1akc
graduate study in engineering and computer and infonnation science.
Applications can be obtained by: NSF
Home
Pages
URL:
http://www.ehr.nsf.gov/ehr/dge/grfp.h!m
or submit applications electronically using
NSF's FastLane URL: http://www.fastlane.nsf.gov)\pplications also available in
the Student Financial Assislllnce Office, GI Parker Hall
Application deadline: November 5, 1998.
RMI STARTS NEW SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM
Rural Missouri, Incorporated has established a scholarship program to assist individuals in achieving their educational
goals. The scholarships are available RMl
training program participants andlor borrowers in RMl's loan programs (and their
dependents).
A maximum of then (10) scholarships up
to $500 each will be awarded each year.
Financial assistance is limited to hlition,
books, class materials and associated costs.
Applications will be accepted throughout
the year. Call for an application or for
more information at (573) 635-0136.

199912000 RENEWAL FAFSA'S
Student who filed q 98/99 Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
prior to September 24. 1998, should
receive Renewal (FAFSA s) between
November 12 and November 20, 1998.
Renewal FAFSA s will be sent to the
address you used when you filled out the
. FAFS4 last year. Students can update
their mailing address by calling"319-3375665.
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Calendar
ria
p.m. - Eta Kappa Nu, EE G3 1
p.m. - International Students
Club, HSS G5
6:00 p.m. - Kappa Kappa Psi, ChE
125
7:00 p.m. -American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics,
ME Annes 214
7:00 p.m • • American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, ChE G3
8:00 p.m. - Residence Hall Assn.,
MCS 209 and 209A
8:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Sigma, McN
204
.

...,.:a. ...............

4:30 p.m. - Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, E Mgt 20 I
6:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain room or
Centennial Hall West, UCE
7:00 p.m: - Kappa Mu Epsi lon, 205
CS Bldg.
.
7:30 p.m. - Academic Competition,
CE317
8:00 p.m. - St. Pats Celebration committee, ME Annex 107C, except
12-3
8:00 p.m. . - Solar Car Team, EMgt
103
8:00 p.m.- · Gaming Associatio!"
McN 231
10:00 p.m. - Ultimate Frisbee Club,
Intramural Fields

ay

OfEvents ~~'

7:00' p.m. - Show Me Anime, ~cN
204

2:00 p.m. -'Chess Club, UCE cafeteria

7:30 p.m. - Academic Competition, CE '317
9:00 p.m. - Delta Omicron Lambda, ChE 126

6:00 p.m. -Independents, Walnut room, UCW
7:00 p.m. - National Society of Black Engim,ers, McN 204
7:30 p.m. - American Indian Science & Engine~ring , HSS G-5

Wednesday, October 7,

5:30 p.m. - Interfriltemity Council, McN 206 or
McN 216
6:00 p.m. - History Club, HSS G8
6:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team, E Mgt 104
6:30 p.m. - Student Council, McN 204

7:00 p.m.- Tau Beta Pi, CbE G3
9:00 p.m. - Amo ld Air Society, 107
10:00 p.m. - Ultimate Frisbee Club,
Fields

All organizational meeting times and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all cbanges to the aforementioned office.

Sys:tems &Elec.tro.oiCs.lnc.
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